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Guy Begbie and Lawrence Upton
16th September - 27th October 2011

Guy Begbie and Lawrence Upton first met over a decade 
ago at UWE, Bristol and maintained considerable mutual 
respect; but without having any great contact.

The mere fact of living in different cities, and with busy 
lives, had discouraged collaboration which both experience 
as a physical rather than a cerebral activity, one arising from 
live presence and informal discussion. In 2011, they were 
commissioned by the University of Dundee to collaborate in 
the making of an artists’ book-work for an AHRC-funded 
research project: Poetry Beyond Text. 

As a broad brush generalisation, one can say that one of 
Guy’s centres of attention is in making book- and book-
related objects; while one of Lawrence’s is in making poems 
and vocal scores for performance; and in the performances 
themselves.

The collaboration has continued beyond the Dundee 
commission and has produced both a range of realised 
and planned works; and, also, a colloquial meditation 
upon what it means to collaborate which declares itself 
through the works.
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It involves considerations of conscious and unconscious 
decision-making, the integration of differing skills and the 
reconciliation of aesthetic assumptions in order to achieve 
empathy, which, they suggest, takes them beyond mere 
cooperation as they seek to merge what is, clumsily, called 
individual creativity to achieve what might seem to be, in 
effect, the work of one mind, what Burroughs and Gysin 
termed “a third mind”.

Their work, however, does not seek to remove, disguise or 
smooth over different physicalities; it retains its gestural 
origins.

On show at UWE this autumn, among other items, will be 
two book works which have been shown in Dundee and 
Edinburgh this year (foreshore and engine / house) together 
with an ambitious large sculptural book called namely 
previously exhibited at Center for the Arts in Buffalo USA.
foreshore is a concertina book of treated photographs; 
engine / house is a complex “popup” structure in which 
pages and show through perforations create and contain 
readable spaces.

Underlying these and all their works is the concept of 
reading, as itself performance and as (potential perhaps 
actual) utterance, areas of activity which they hope to 
expand as they explore them together.

Work in progress in the studio, Autumn 2010

Work in progress in the studio, Autumn 2010
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There will be hints towards further future developments of 
their collaborative work.

There will be examples of bookworks in development, 
especially their ongoing theme / generic title island and 
their new unconnected parallel theme / generic title fake.

Both have a love of islands as such and as metaphor and 
symbol. (Much of the material in foreshore originated in 
photographs made on an “undeveloped” island and is 
presented as images which disclose boundaries within 
sensory experience.) 

Their works are islands, both as separated material and as 
accretions and containments.

Apologies if this sounds fake. What matters to the 
reader-viewer is the works, which do not need elaborate 
vocabulary. Come and enjoy them. 

Lawrence Upton, 2011

Lawrence Upton is a multi-disciplinary artist, writer and 
performer who works solo and in collaboration.
He has presented text-sound composition in UK, Brazil, 
France and USA with John Levack Drever. His book works 
with Guy Begbie have been shown in Dundee, Edinburgh, 
Buffalo and Bristol during 2010-2011. His work Anagram 
Gnos with Richard Tipping has appeared on DVD from 
ArtPoem in Australia and as a limited edition publication 
in UK. He performs regularly with violist Benedict Taylor 
and their work formed the basis of a video installation at 
Wysing Arts Centre in July 2011. He is researching / making 
polyvocal work with Tina Bass and others.

He was AHRC Creative Research Fellow in the Music Dept, 
Goldsmiths, University of London from 2008 till 2011; and 
has been a director of Writers Forum (wfuk.org.uk) since 
the death of its founder, Bob Cobbing, in 2002 he curated 
the exhibition Variations on a theme of Bob at Space Studios, 
London in 2011. 

His books include unframed pictures (Writers Forum 2011), 
Pictures, Cartoon Strips (Sound & Language, Ohio, 2011), 

a song and a film (Veer Books, UK, 2009), Water lines and 
other poems (Chalk Editions, USA, 2009), Scat Songs on a 
text by Chris Funkhouser (Xexoxial Editions, USA, 2008), 
Sculptural calligraphy (Writers Forum; 2006), and Wire 
Sculptures (Reality Street Editions 2003)
http://lawrenceupton.posterous.com/
http://lawrenceupton.org/

Guy Begbie is an established book artist and printmaker. 
He has been teaching in UK Universities since 1995. As a 
multi-disciplinary artist he makes solo and collaborative 
works that extend parameters regarding concept and 
production approaches to the book form. His current book 
arts practice concerns paper engineering, and the transition 
from the two to a sculptural three-dimensional. This is used 
as a means of interpretation of non-linear and sequential 
narrative, generated as a distillation of place.

www.guybegbie.com
http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/upton-begbie.html
http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/begbie-upton.html

Uncommon threads - the handicrafts in book arts
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, USA
September 23 - October 29, 2011

Book and paper artists have the ability to work with 
an enviable palette of artistic materials and techniques 
- including traditional handicrafts. Think knitting, 
embroidery, sewing, beading, felting, needlework, stitching, 
quilting and other myriad possibilities. Combine these 
techniques and materials with a strong concept, meaningful 
content or a compelling narrative and we have a new era 
in the art and fine craft of book and paper.  With this 
exhibition we seek to dispel the myth that the handicrafts 
don’t have any part in meaningful art. We are very fortunate 
to include artists from across the United States plus the 
United Kingdom, Canada and Argentina.

Gallery Hours and Location
23 Sandy Gallery is open Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
Noon to 6pm. plus late on First Friday. We are also very 
generous with appointments outside of gallery hours. 
Please contact Laura Russell to schedule a visit.

We are located at 623 NE 23rd Avenue, just three doors 
north of Sandy Boulevard in Central Eastside Portland.
http://www.23sandy.com        
Tel: 503-927-4409

Work in progress in the studio, Autumn 2010

Image left to right: © Tekla McInerney, Susan Field, Aimee Howard
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Artists’ books on Tour exhibition 2011 - 2012
Within the EU project “Artists’ books on Tour,  Artists 
Competition and Mobile Museum”, 50 projects from a total 
of 925 submissions were selected. The exhibition opening 
will take place on October 11, 2011 at the MAK (Applied 
& Contemporary Art Museum) in Vienna.  In 2012, It will 
be on show at the International Centre of Graphic Arts in 
Ljubljana and the Museum of Decorative Arts in Prague.  
For further information visit: www.mak.at 

Rachele Riviere’s work (above) was awarded one of the 
recognition prizes. Ceramic, inkjet printing text, tracing 
paper, wire,  2011, France.

again, a time machine
Friday 16 September - Sunday 9 October
Spike Island, Bristol, UK
Featuring: Laure Prouvost, Dora García, The Happy 
Hypocrite, Jonathan Monk, Slavs and Tatars, Book Works 
Archive

Again, A Time Machine is a fluid tour of new commissions 
and archival presentations drawn from the 27 year history 
of Book Works, a London-based contemporary visual art 
publisher. Re-imagined as the work moves from venue 
to venue, the exhibition presents responses to a theme 
that plays with and inverts notions of time, archive and 
distribution, received pasts and possible futures.

For the fourth instalment of Again, A Time Machine, 
Laure Prouvost presents ‘The Wanderer (The Storage)’, an 
ambitious new installation in which the viewer undertakes 
a labyrinthine journey encountering mysterious fragments 
of film, sculpture and signage before reaching a final large 
scale single-channel video. The work’s bizarre, time shifting 
storyline is based on artist Rory Macbeth’s ‘translation’ of a 
Franz Kafka novella.

Elsewhere in the galleries are works by artist collective 
Slavs and Tatars who employ language, print media and a 
healthy dose of humour to excavate the histories, politics 
and cultures of Eurasia. Jonathan Monk’s ‘A Poster Project’ 
bears traces of its previous incarnations, while Dora García’s 
‘All the Stories’ are read live in the Project Space. The Book 
Works archive is presented as both a montage of moving 
image work and as a sound archive, and a number of artists 

including Susan Hiller, Elizabeth Price and Mark Titchner 
contribute to ‘Make the Living Look Dead’, a new fictional 
archive.

Again, A Time Machine is a touring exhibition in 
partnership with Book Works; Eastside Projects, 
Birmingham; Motto, Berlin; The Showroom, London; 
White Columns, New York; and Spike Island. 

An Artists’ Book and Zine Fair takes place on Saturday 8th 
October, 12-5pm, to mark the end of the exhibition.
Galleries open 11am-5pm Tuesday to Sunday
Spike Island, 133 Cumberland Road, Bristol BS1 6UX, UK
http://www.spikeisland.org.uk/exhibitions/bookworks

 

banned books Week: Celebrating the Freedom to Read
September 24−October 1, 2011 
Various venues across the USA

Banned Books Week (BBW) is an annual event celebrating 
the freedom to read and the importance of the First 
Amendment.  Held during the last week of September, 
Banned Books Week highlights the benefits of free and open 
access to information while drawing attention to the harms 
of censorship by spotlighting actual or attempted bannings 
of books across the United States.

Intellectual freedom - the freedom to access information 
and express ideas, even if the information and ideas might 
be considered unorthodox or unpopular - provides the 
foundation for Banned Books Week.  
BBW stresses the importance of ensuring the availability 
of unorthodox or unpopular viewpoints for all who wish 
to read and access them.
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The books featured during Banned Books Week have 
been targets of attempted bannings.  Fortunately, while 
some books were banned or restricted, in a majority of 
cases the books were not banned, all thanks to the efforts 
of librarians, teachers, booksellers, and members of the 
community to retain the books in the library collections.  
Imagine how many more books might be challenged - 
and possibly banned or restricted - if librarians, teachers, 
and booksellers across the country did not use Banned 
Books Week each year to teach the importance of our First 
Amendment rights and the power of literature, and to 
draw attention to the danger that exists when restraints are 
imposed on the availability of information in a free society.

Banned Books Week is sponsored by the American 
Booksellers Association; American Booksellers Foundation 
for Free Expression; the American Library Association; 
American Society of Journalists and Authors; Association 
of American Publishers; and the National Association of 
College Stores.  It is endorsed by the Center for the Book in 
the Library of Congress.  For more information on events 
during Banned Books Week: Celebrating the Freedom to Read, 
or to join the Virtual Read Out wherever you are, visit: 
www.bannedbooksweek.org

bookmarks iX : infiltrating the library system 
15th September 2011 – 15th February 2012
Online and at galleries and libraries. 
Over the last eight years, the Bookmarks series of free 
artwork distribution has visited 82 venues in Australia, 
Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Poland, Singapore, South Korea, Turkey the UK 
and USA. 316 artists have contributed 31,600 bookmarks 
to the nine projects to date. 

Bookmarks IX includes 37 artists from Australia, Canada, 
Denmark (including Hanne Matthiesen’s above), France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, the UK and USA. All of the 
bookmarks have been archived in the gallery section for 

viewing online with each artist’s contact details at: http://
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bkmks9 so you can visit their 
websites and see more of their book works. We have a lovely 
selection of bookmarks produced with photography, print, 
letterpress, rubber stamps, stitch, collage, tea, watercolour, 
discarded library cards, folded books etc.

Many thanks to the artist Hazel Grainger who was a 
contributor and also our brilliant bookmarks helper this 
year. Hazel studiously counted, stamped, scanned, sorted, 
collated and packed the artists’ sets and venue sets. 
If you find one of Mary Pullen’s bookmarks please visit her 
website www.marypullen.co.uk and follow the links to the 
Facebook page ‘Bookshelf ’, to help create a mini community 
there where ‘Bookshelf ’ bookmark holders meet and the ten 
complete images come together once again.

Venues for Bookmarks IX from 15th September 2011 - 15th 
February 2012  are listed online, so see if there is one near 
you. They will have bookmarks out for you to choose from: 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bkmks9/project.htm

othello - a bestiary (With Floral additions)
A bookwork by Borbonesa
Featuring at bookartbookshop, London
16th – 29th September 2011

‘Othello - A Bestiary (With Floral Additions)’ is a wordless 
reworking of William Shakespeare’s ‘Othello’ as an 
illustrated collection of common, rare and fabulous animals.

In removing the text, Borbonesa presents a deconstructed 
version of ‘Othello’ in which the storyline is plotted by the 
guinea-hens, baboons, blind puppies, strawberries and figs 
that inhabit the speeches of Shakespeare’s human characters. 
These faunal and floral forms are arranged in their original 
sequence so the structure of the play is visually revealed.

‘Othello - A Bestiary (With Floral Additions)’ is illustrated 
by Ian Whitmore and issued in September 2011 as a 
concertina bookwork, with a foreword by Anna Fewster. 
Supported by the National Lottery through Arts Council 
England. It is available to purchase direct from Borbonesa 
and selected bookshops.

bookartbookshop, 17 Pitfield Street, London, N1 6HB
www.bookartbookshop.com
http://borbonesa.co.uk
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aDD to mY libRaRY Vol. ii  
CHRISTINA mITRENTSE
ARTWORKSPACE- THE HEmPLE
31-35 Craven Hill Gardens, London W2 3EA 
Until 25th September 2011

The Artworkspace is delighted to present ‘Add To My 
Library Vol.II’ a large-scale solo exhibition of works by 
established multi-faceted artist Christina Mitrentse. 

The show consists of five interconnected parts produced 
during the last two years: A series of large scale graphite and 
colour pencil drawings created on paper by an innovative 
methodology that depicts books as the building-blocks of 
idiosyncratic institutions; ‘STONEHENGE’, ‘WWW’, ‘NEW 
TATE’, ‘EMBLEM’, ‘RUINS I’, will fill the main walls of the 
gallery. An up- to date ‘ON-LINE DATA FLOW’ of favorite 
books titles/authors, selected by invited international 
contributors from the art world. ‘METABOOK’, a plinth-
mounted silk-screened book sculpture; ‘10 FLAGS/
EMBLEMS’, silk-screens extracted from METABOOK, 
that form a wall-based installation. and a spoken word 
performance by guest artist Douglas Park who will embody 
the Library’s body of knowledge  as a living encyclopaedia. 
The man who became a book!

An analysis of the works by art writer Michael Hampton 
accompanies the exhibition.  
www.artworkspace.co.uk
www.christinamitrentse.com  
Tel: +44 (0)7969184101

Three artists’ books projects are running as part of 
Coastal Currents Arts Festival 2011, in Hastings, 
St Leonards & Rother, UK, until 30th September 2011
www.coastalcurrents.org.uk

‘Curious Cases’ is a travelling event appearing throughout 
Coastal Currents. Constructed on a unique travelling device 
and featuring mini-suitcase collections of artwork by local 
artists and makers including Ed Boxall, Kate Iles, Lucy 
Dixon, Lorna Crabbe, Sara Pemberton, Leigh Dyer, and 

Rebecca Child...The work includes handmade books, prints, 
boxes, metalwork, crochet, and ceramics. There will also be 
a chance to join in with impromptu workshops including 
printing with a homemade printing press made from an 
old toy mangle.

Pocket Companions at Arthur Green
17th September- 2nd October
mon, Thurs, Fri, Sat 10-5pm, Sun 10-4pm
A group of SOCO artists make books, in the broadest 
concept of the word, for the recesses and alcoves of this 
Victorian shop. The project follows a recent talk on the 
subject by artist and bookmaker, Lorna Crabbe.
Hastings Pier & White Rock Trust, 34 White Rock, 
Hastings, TN34 1JY. Tel: 01424 713873. 
info@hpwrt.co.uk    www.soco.org.uk

Exhibition of Artists’ Books and Workshops
23rd September, 19.00 - 21.00, 24th September 10.00 - 
20.00, 25th September,10.00 - 20.00
Artists Books – Showing hand-bound, folded, stitched 
books including Altered books, Scrumptious Sketchbooks, 
prints and images. Work by Alex Leadbeater, Lynne 
Bingham, Lorna Crabbe, Helen Hunt, Cathryn Kemp, Sara 
Harris, Erica Smith, 14 artists from Quattordecim and 
others. Includes typographic artworks as part of a trail of 
musings by Harriet Williams. The Muse, Harold Mews, St 
Leonards on-sea, TN38 0EA. Tel: 01424 423457. 
alex@alexleadbeater.com    www.alexleadbeater.com

brigitta Glatt verDichtung und FundWorte
Paintings and artists’ books
Until 1st October 2011
Raum für Kunst, Literatur und Künstlerbücher
Totengässlein 5, 4051 Basel, Switzerland 
Tel. 061 261 31 42  / 079 860 12 44
www.kunst-literatur.ch / pecinska@kunst-literatur.ch

Fine and Dirty: Contemporary letterpress art
mCba star tribune Foundation Gallery
minnesota Center for Book Arts, minneapolis mN 
Until 16th October 2011
Today, the fine press book, whose character derives from 
the properties and pleasures of craft, has emerged as the 
leading edge in a field that is attracting working artists 
and students in increasing numbers. Yet just twenty-five 
years ago, letterpress printing was dismissed as irrelevant. 
Fine & Dirty: Contemporary Letterpress Art marks this 
medium’s resurgence and considers its future arc.  Works by 
over 40 established and emerging artists from around the 
globe reflect a diversity of content, materials and structure. 
Together, they comprise the best in letterpress books today.

Minnesota Center for Book Arts  is open to the public seven 
days a week:  Mon, Weds-Sat: 10am-5pm, Tues: 10am-9pm
Sun: 12-4pm. Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in
the Open Book Building in downtown Minneapolis;
1011 Washington Ave S, First Floor 
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
www.mnbookarts.org

New Tate, Christina Mitrentse



Announcing the Center for Book Arts’ Autumn 2011 
Exhibitions: September 21, 2011 - December 3, 2011   
 
Peace, love, and Rockets is a research project and exhibition 
specially conceived for The Center for Book Arts, in 
collaboration with Keegan Cooke (New York, USA), Andreas 
Diefenbach (Frankfurt, Germany), Claudio Fernandez 
(Santiago, Chile),and Yan Jun with Ruan Quinrai (Beijing, 
China). Its main goal is to select and exhibit examples of 
alternative music production and design.  The works in this 
exhibition demonstrate ways in which music can be more 
than pure sound; for example, a vinyl record cover that has 
been silkscreen printed, a CD booklet that unfolds with 
drawings and collage, or other musical propositions that 
use techniques and strategies similar to those found in 
book art production.    

In addition, this project will also showcase an international 
scope of independent and self-made albums, posters, and 
ephemera that contain a focused artistic vision, pointing 
towards two interesting and intertwined moments: the 
creation of a local product (in contrast to a mainstream 

one), and the parallel construction of a new kind of 
globalized grassroots movement.  Each collaborator will 
bring into the process examples of local production from 
four different geographies and contexts: Europe, South 
America, North America and China. Organised by Felipe 
Mujica in collaboration with Keegan Cooke, Andreas 
Deifenbach, Claudio Fernandez, Yan Jun, and Ruan Quinrai   

emily martin: theme & Variation 
This Featured Artist Project will focused on recent work 
by the nationally renowned artist Emily Martin. Martin 
will present 4 sets of prints and artist’s books featuring 
letterpress printed codex and movable books as well as 
prints: Is That What You’re Wearing, Assorted Nightmares, 
There Were Clues but There Were No Answers, and Crime 
and Romance, which while arising from different sources, 
share the concept of multiple approaches to a single idea. 
The exhibition will provide a forum for Martin to bring 
together four distinct bodies of work that explore theme 
and variation.    

su blackwell: 2011 bishop Faculty Fellow 
Su Blackwell is an artist and art director, working 
predominantly within the realm of paper. She has been 
named as the Center for Book Arts 2011 Bishop Faculty 
Fellow; this fall, she will teach a workshop and give a talk at 
the Center, in addition to presenting a survey of her work 
through this exhibition. Blackwell is known for her paper 
sculptures and installations based on fairy tales and folklore. 
In 2010, Su Blackwell Studios collaborated with Nicole 
Fahri, London, and worked on advertising campaigns for 
Cartier Paris, amongst others. Su exhibited the fine-art 
side of her practice at The Bronte Parsonage Museum in 
Haworth, West Yorskhire, England, and in her solo Show 
‘Happily Ever After’ at Long and Ryle Gallery in London. 
Su is currently designing her first stage production of 
‘The Snow Queen’ for the Rose Theatre in Kingston-upon-
Thames, UK. Organised by Sarah Nicholls, Programme 
Manager

2010/2011 Van lier/stein Family scholars. New work 
by Katie Baldwin, Kimberly McClure, Sarah McDermott, 
Benjamin Reynaert. In 2010 the Center awarded four 
scholarships to individuals who demonstrate a commitment 
to the artistic endeavors in the book arts. The purpose of 
this program is to provide opportunities to emerging artists 
committed to developing careers in the book arts, and to 
further the growth of this artistic profession. Katie Baldwin, 
Kimberly McClure, Sarah McDermott and Benjamin 
Reynaert worked in the studios at the Center for a year, each 
producing a new body of work in a supportive environment. 
Work on display was created during their time in residence. 

The Center for Book Arts, 28 W. 27th Street, 3rd Floor, 
New York, NY, USA. Admission: Free, The CBA is open to 
the public Monday - Friday, 10am to 6pm, and Saturday 
10 am to 4 pm. The Center is closed on Sundays.
http://centerforbookarts.org
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Band: Milk from Cheltenham. Album: Triptych of Poisoners
Label: It’s War Boys. 12” vinyl record, limited edition, 1983

Band: ZAN. Album: Suffering Dream Damage. 
Label: Self-Produced. Homemade CD, 2005
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Christophe Daviet-Thery invite you to their next 
exhibition “books on prints” by Pablo Bronstein, 
on show at the Gallery until 23rd October 2011.
Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes 
34 rue Louise Weiss 75013 Paris, France.
www. daviet-thery.com
blog: davietthery.wordpress.com

Fine impressions
Printmaking and artists’ books in melbourne 1999-2010 
Cowen Gallery
State Library of Victoria, melbourne, Australia
Until 16th February 2012 
Fine impressions: printmaking and artists’ books in Melbourne 
1999-2010 showcases beautiful limited-edition books by 
20 Melbourne artists and printmakers. In the digital era 
the future of the printed book seems uncertain, yet the 
handmade artist’s book is a flourishing artform. Each of 
these works is unique in its use of design, typography, paper 
and binding, both drawing upon and extending the history 
and tradition of the book. The artists featured include: 
Angela Cavalieri, Daniel Moynihan, Bruno Leti, Inge King, 
Gracia Haby and Louise Jennison. 

Cowen Gallery, Level 2a, Main entry, Swanston St
Admission Free.  www.slv.vic.gov.au/event/fine-impressions

the emblem of my Work 
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, UK
Until  31st October 2011

[169] artists and writers celebrate the 250th anniversary of 
the publication of Volumes III and IV of Tristram Shandy.

 Laurence Sterne called the marbled page you see above ‘the 
motly emblem of my work’. 

This marbled page is different in every copy of every edition 
of Tristram Shandy.  To celebrate the 250th anniversary of 
page 169 artists and writers have created The Emblem of 
their Work.  Each completed page is on display in the gallery 
(and at: www.emblemofmywork169.blogspot.com) with 
a description of materials used and, where provided, an 
account of the reasoning behind the Emblem.  

A list of all 169 contributors is also on display but the 
identity of each Emblem-maker is hidden. The visitor is 
invited to match each work to its maker.

All pages are for sale with details of the auction process on 
the blog http://www.emblemofmywork169.blogspot.com
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, York YO61 4AD. 
Open 11am – 4pm (except Saturdays)
Tel: 01347 868465 
www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk
info@laurencesternetrust.org.uk

the sunderland book Project
Arts Centre Washington, Tyne & Wear, UK
Until 5th November 2011 
35 artists, designers, bookbinders, comic makers and 
students have all contributed to The Sunderland Book 
Project from as far as Brazil and Milan. Grupo Gralla Azul 
based in Porto Alegre, submitted two collaborative book 
works for exhibition. The group are interested in working 
collaboratively on international book based projects and 
recently took part in the 2011 Doverodde Artist’s Book 
Festival, Denmark. Arvon Wellen, now located in Spain, 
has always been interested in the relationship between 
text and image, not just in terms of illustration but 
more importantly in terms of associated ideas. Bede and the 
Shipbuilder’s Wife by Grupo Gralla Azul (below) consists 
of a group of digital prints based on a series of specially 
prepared drawings, supported by a short text.  

The city of Sunderland has a diverse history and exciting 
future as the deadline for World Heritage Site status 
approaches and renewed interest in Sunderland’s patron 
saint Benedict Biscop increases.

The Sunderland Book Project exhibition at Arts Centre 
Washington is accompanied by a collection of work 
produced by Beijing students and lecturers. Created at 
Beijing’s Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA) 2007 during 
a teaching visit there by Sumi Perera, the work explores 
experimental book structure and paper engineering.   

Visitors to the exhibition also have the opportunity to 
view work from the Artist’s Books Partnership Exhibition 
Programme (ABPP) organised by Sarah Bodmanof the 
Centre for Fine Print Research, University of the West of 
England, Bristol, UK. 

Finally, the curator of the exhibition and initiator of The 
Sunderland Book Project, Theresa Easton is showing a 
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collection of hand printed bookwork on paper and glass 
made during the last four years and includes the most 
recent publication ‘The Tower’.

The Tower forms part of An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi 
Street organised by Beau Beausoleil and Sarah Bodman. 
The Tower celebrates traditional bookbinding techniques 
and connects the universal and cultural condition of 
creating physical and ethereal icons.  

Biddick Lane, Fatfield, Washington, Tyne & Wear
NE38 8AB. Tel: 0191 219 3455
www.artscentrewashington.co.uk 
http://theresaeaston.wordpress.com

Celebrating 100 Years
The New york Public Library, USA
Until December 31st, 2011
One hundred years ago, The New York Public Library 
opened its landmark building, now known as the Stephen 
A. Schwarzman Building, dedicated to preserving its varied 
collections and making them accessible to the public. Over 
time, the Library has radically expanded its holdings, but 
its founding goals are as central today as they were in 1911. 
Library curators past and present have been guided by the 
philosophy that all knowledge is worth preserving. This 
major exhibition of more than 250 thought-provoking 
items from NYPL’s vast collections celebrates how the 
Library has encouraged millions of individuals to gain 
access to a universe of information during the past 100 
years. The first Gutenberg Bible acquired in the Americas 
is included, as are dance cards, dime novels, and John 
Coltrane’s handwritten score of Lover Man. Organised 

into four thematic sections - Observation, Contemplation, 
Society, and Creativity - the exhibition highlights the 
collections’ scope and their value as symbols of our 
collective memory. Indeed, Celebrating 100 Years also 
documents changes in the way information has been 
recorded and shared over time, beginning with samples 
from the Library’s collection of Sumerian cuneiform tablets 
(ca. 2300 BCE) and culminating in selections from the 
Library’s 740,000-item Digital Gallery. 

The Wachenheim Gallery focuses on the history of The 
New York Public Library, from its founding and original 
collections to the construction of its Beaux-Arts building 
at Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, which was dedicated by 
President William Howard Taft on May 23, 1911, to the 
ongoing work of the Library through the century.

Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Gottesman Exhibition 
Hall, Fifth Avenue at 42nd Street, New York, NY 10018-
2788, USA. Read the exhibition brochure at 
www.nypl.org/events/exhibitions/celebrating-100-years

ma2011, UNIVERSITy OF BRIGHTON GALLERy, UK
Until 28th September
MA2011 showcases diverse new work by students 
graduating from the MA courses in Sequential Design/ 
Illustration, and Arts and Design by Independent Project 
at the University of Brighton. The exhibition includes 
animation, illustrated books, experimental writing, product 
design, graphic novels, packaging and typography.

Exhibitors: Anthony Atkinson, Lucy Collins, Katja Dell, 
Clare Harris, Sally Henry, Sung-Yung Hong, Lenka Hrehova, 
Lucy Irving, Angela Asriana Kurniawan, Adam Moore, Anna 
O’Neill, Cathy Page, Mark Pembrey, Jungeun Ryou, Gallit 
Shaltiel, Pongsakorn Thongsuk, Gregg Virostek.

Gallery Hours: Monday – Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Closed 
Sundays. University of Brighton Gallery, Grand Parade, 
Brighton BN2 0JY.  www.ma2011.co.uk

Concept as Concrete Form: 
Visual Poetry, texts and typography 
University of Derby, UK
Until 14th October 2011
Typographic installations celebrating the history and 
significance of the genre of Concrete Poetry, inspired 
by the physical presence of texts, by artists and writers 
including Eugen Gomringer, Henri Chopin and Dom 
Sylvester Houedard. On show as part of the Gomringer UK 
Tour, organised jointly by University of Derby and RGAP 
(Research Group for Artists Publications) www.rgap.co.uk
For more information on the works of Eugen Gomringer 
visit www.ubu.com/historical/gomringer/index.html

University of Derby 
School of Arts, Design and Technology
Markeaton Street, Derby, DE22 3AW
www.derby.ac.uk/art-and-design

Sland books & Graham Smith’s book in the exhibition
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Claude Closky - inside a triangle
Inaugural exhibition mfc-michèle didier, Paris
Until Friday October 7, 2011
Unlike a road movie, there is no drive and unlike Richard 
Long’s work, there is no walk. With Inside a Triangle, one 
is teleported to a new path in a new country with every 
turn of the page. Claude Closky’s artist’s book contains 
100 photographs of roads, lanes, trails, sidewalks, and 
pathways taken around the world. Broad or narrow, all 
are straight. And what’s even more peculiar about these 
pictures is each superposes perfectly onto the one before it. 
The path unconditionally forms an isosceles triangle, with 
the base filling the picture’s bottom edge and the apex - the 
vanishing point - exactly at the centre of the picture’s top 
edge. Chopping off sky, the top edge supplants the horizon. 
Presented one by one, the photograph’s general location 
appears on the facing page.

All of the pictures in this book are details from photographs 
found on the Internet. Closky was unsparing, both with his 
cropping tool and in his selection. Still, the fact that Closky 
could find so many pictures taken straight down the middle 
of an unbending lane, makes one wonder what spurs people 
to do this. The idiosyncrasy of this type of photograph is 
that, to capture it, one must stand in the way, and maybe 
even risk getting run over. This is amateur photography par 
excellence. Even in the history of artless-photography-as-
art, few artists have ventured such shots. These pictures, as 
well as the travel blogs where one might find them, seem 
to say no more than “Kilroy was here.” Like that erstwhile 
popular piece of graffiti, such blogs assert the existence and 
whereabouts of an individual, only to blend into anonymity 
- any number of people could and have made their mark in 
the same way.

By reframing a hundred such middle-of-the-road pictures, 
Closky has pared them down to the bare bones, to say 
something else. This is the world in a flat book. The pages 
are flat, the roads are flat, and the triangles are flat. We 
can’t help but compare variations in type of road and 
surroundings, but the focus gets away from the land- or 
cityscape. It’s about extracting the triangle that has been 
hammered out of the road by the camera lens. It’s the story 
of the long flat band that, no matter where it is, turns into a 
triangle when you’re on it, giving the illusion that you’re on 
a road to infinity. 

A good part of Closky’s work ensues from an intensive 
search for a specific type of pre-existing image, text, or 
format. He often closely crops his findings in one way or 
another before rearranging or revising them. With Inside 
a Triangle, Closky navigates the boundaries of online 
found photography. While quite different, this book is not 
unrelated to his blog Screen--Shots, where he daily posts 
pictures he has “taken” while wandering Google Street View, 
a three-dimensional recreation of the world made from flat 
photography - thus pulling off a modern-day version of 
rephotography.

Inside a Triangle was printed on one side of an extremely 
long band of paper, which was then folded into an 
accordion, sewn at the inner vertical edge, and bound in a 
classical grey cloth hardcover. The variations of path come 

full circle. Starting off in Bragadiru, Romania and ending 
in Ben Tre, Vietnam, we go from gloomy narrow lanes, to 
multiple-lane roads, to snow-covered trails. We stand before 
tunnels, agricultural rows, and alleys in cemeteries, just to 
name a few. In closing, we go from fenced-in walkways, to 
dirt roads and back again to paved narrow lanes, but this 
time with optimistic patches of light. There is no happier 
ending than a sun-dappled road. Jian-Xing Too

mfc-michèle didier 
66 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth, 75003 Paris, France. 
Opening hours: Tuesday to Saturday, 12 - 7 pm
Subway: Réaumur-Sébastopol, Arts et Métiers and Temple
www.micheledidier.com

Arnolfini Bookshop Showcase
October/November 2011

BRISTOL WORLD ATLAS by Imi maufe
Imi Maufe invited visitors to Bristol Artists Book Event 
(BABE) 2011 to contribute to creating a world atlas from 
memory. Each participant was given a blank page with a 
place name and asked to draw a map of that place. 
Over the weekend 560 pages were completed including 
countries, counties, states, disputed territories and selected 
cities. The result is an intriguing insight into an imaginative 
interpretation of the world from memory. The maps 
were bound into two volumes and are on display in the 
bookshop.

Wearable Art by Angela Callanan
We have a selection of Angela Callanan’s pendants, they are 
miniature prints from her series Weapons of Hurt & Healing 
and The Snow Queen. Printed with pigment inks onto 
Somerset Enhanced Velvet paper and attached with a silver-
plated bezel and ball chain, each pendant comes in a box 
printed with a handmade rubber stamp of a blackbird.

Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA, UK
Contact bookshop with enquiries or orders on
0117 917 2304 or email bookshop@arnolfini.org.uk
Tue 11.00am - 6.00pm, Wed - Sat 11.00am - 8.00pm,
Sun 11.00am - 7.00pm. http://arnolfini.org.uk

Edgardo-Antonio Vigo
The Research Centre for Artists’ Publications, Study Room
Weserburg | museum of modern Art, Bremen, Germany
Until 29th January 2012
Conceptualism, Visual Poetry and Mail Art characterize the 
comprehensive oeuvre of the Argentinean artist Edgardo-
Antonio Vigo (1928-1997). In the context of the military 
dictatorship in Argentina, his art constituted a political 
gesture. Through his rubber stamps, artists’ postage 
stamps, text works and his statements, which participated 
in a network of international artistic exchanges, he called 
attention to the situation in his native land as well as to the 
fate of his son – who “disappeared” in 1976 – and of the 
thousands of other victims of the military dictatorship.
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art
Teerhof 20 28199, Bremen, Germany.
http://weserburg.de
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Wood type, evolved: experimental letterpress & 
Relief Printing in the 21st Century
Curated by Apri l Sheridan and Nick Sherman 
Center for Book & Paper Arts, Chicago
Until 10th December 2011
Wood Type, Evolved defines a global, burgeoning mode 
of activity in which contemporary artists are producing 
artwork through the development of new experimental 
printing techniques based on traditional letterpress
materials - particularly wood type. 

Why wood type, why now? While the widespread industrial 
production of wood type dates from 1827 into the late 
1970s, a recent resurgence in letterpress printing combined 
with the increasing availability of commercially “obsolete” 
production equipment has created room for dialogue and 
opportunity. This has fueled experimentation in artist 
studios, presses and print shops around the world.

Through the display of artwork and examples of printing 
surfaces, Wood Type, Evolved will also reveal how laser cut, 
hand engraved, acrylic and otherwise manipulated types
are becoming ways to engage a traditional style exemplified 
by wood type through contemporary fabrication 
techniques. The exhibition includes work by Dafi Kühne, 
David Shields and projects from the Hamilton Wood Type 
Museum.

Unfree Freedom: 
an exploration of identity in Central europe
Curated by Janeil Engelstad 
Center for Book & Paper Arts, Chicago
28th October - 10th December 2011 
One of the defining events of the 20th century was the 
momentous fall of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 1989. 
For many Central and Eastern European artists the political 
and social changes that followed the break-up of the Soviet- 
bloc, fundamentally changed the subject and style of their 
work. This Spotlight Exhibition examines how blacklisted 
artists responded to the restraints imposed on them under 
communist regimes and how their worked changed when 
those systems fell apart. 

Featured artists include former dissidents who took the 
view that being blacklisted was a refuge away from the
government mandate of making work in the Socialist 
Realism style … a place and state of being that Slovak artist 
Rudolf Sikora termed, an “unfree freedom”. 

The exhibition also includes artists’ books and other works 
by young, emerging artists who are responding to a new set 
of freedoms and constraints, brought about by democracy, 
capitalism and globalisation. Unfree Freedom is being 
produced in conjunction with Voices From the Center:
Central Europeans Reflect on Life Before and After the Fall of 
the Berlin Wall a project and exhibition produced by Janeil 
Englestad at threewalls, 119 N. Peoria, three-walls.org

Columbia College Chicago
Center for Book & Paper Arts
1104 S. Wabash Avenue, Suite 200
Chicago, Illinois 60605, USA
http://colum.edu/bookandpaper

one book, many interpretations
Harold Washington Library Center, Special Collections 
Exhibit Hall, Chicago Public Library
Until 15th April 2012
Curated by Lesa Dowd of the Special Collections and 
Preservation Division, this juried exhibition commemorates 
the 10th anniversary of One Book, One Chicago. Fine 
bookbinders and book artists from across the country 
interpreted the 10 most recent One Book, One Chicago 
selections through the art of bookbinding. Juried by Audrey 
Niffenegger, Norma Rubovits and Paul Gehl, the show 
is open through April 2012 and includes work by Karen 
Hanmer (karenhanmer.com)
Special Collections Exhibit Hall, Ninth Floor
400 S. State Street, Chicago, USA
http://www.chipublib.org

the lay of the land
Street Road Project Space, Cochranville, PA USA
Until November 17, 2011 

This show features five artists: Jake Clark, Eléanore de 
Montesquiou,  Vram Hakobyan, Tom Sowden and Fadi 
Sultagi; who hail from Berlin, London, Bristol, Syria, and 
Yerevan, Armenia - and features fine art photography, video 
documentary, painting and book works.

Our inaugural exhibition features works which explore the 
ever shifting boundaries and meanings of place over long 
periods of time:

The 2004 documentary, Par Exemple, Ebenthal, by Berlin-
and-Estonia-based artist Eléonore de Montesquiou 
considers the relationship of farmers to their home and land 
in the suburbs of growing cities, drawn from the example of 
Ebenthal, a suburb of Klagenfurt in Austria. 

One Gasoline Station, by Tom Sowden (above) is an 
homage to ‘Twentysix Gasoline Stations’, the influential 
1960s artist’s book by American conceptualist Ed Ruscha, 
and an intentionally British take on Ruscha’s American 
subject matter.

UK artist Jake Clark, whose interview with Articulated 
Artists can be found here, shows six paintings of English 
and Californian seaside houses. His suburbia is an 
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Americanised and nostalgic look at the formal aspects of the 
bungalow, for him a banal subject that provides structures 
and colours to make paintings from. Jake has worked with 
these themes for a number of years, and the work embodies 
some uncanny resemblances to the Street Road structure 
itself. 

UK based architect Fadi Sultagi’s photography and 
narrative exploration of The Sanctuary of Bel, Palmyra 
traces resonances of past civilisations in modern day Syria, 
his native land. Sultagi’s work investigates ways in which 
architecture exists and is created through fictional stories, 
and correspondingly considers how one might create an 
alternative guide to Syria, prioritising the experiences and 
knowledges of local populations.  

Yerevan-based photographer Vram Hakobyan turns his lens 
variously to the medieval cemetery of Noratus, near lake 
Sevan in Armenia, with its hundreds of khachkar-cross-
stones, to ruins of the 11th-century Armenian monastery 
complex of Marmashen, and also to a twentieth century 
Soviet housing block in Tblisi, Georgia. 

We very much look forward to welcoming you to our new 
space to view this exciting collection of works about place 
and its changing nature over time.
Street Road Project Space
725 Street Road, Cochranville, PA 19330, USA
www.streetroad.org

PETER DOWNSBROUGH: THE BOOK(S) - 1968-2010
florence loewy books by artists, Paris, France
Until November 5, 2011
On the occasion of the publication of the book: “PETER 
DOWNSBROUGH: The Book(s)”, Florence Loewy’s 
Bookstore organises a retrospective exhibition, to discover 
or rediscover the work of this conceptual artist, who, since 
1968 has published some 85 books. Peter Downsbrough 
belongs to the first generation of artists such as, Robert 
Barry, Sol LeWitt, Lawrence Weiner, John Baldessari, 
Ed Ruscha and Allan Ruppersberg, who use the book as 
a real medium.

Peter Downsbrough considers the book as a volume, a space, 
using words as tools, combining them with a wide variety 
of graphic elements (lines, punctuation marks, plans, 
and maps), to constantly create new configurations. 
Very architectured, from the beginning, his work focuses 
mainly on the status of location and on the implication of 
locating something in relation to space and time.

The ensemble presented here, collected over the past twenty 
years, gives a true understanding of not only the importance 
of the book in the artist’s oeuvre, but also its perpetual 
renewal and enrichment, starting from what one might 
call a basic vocabulary. 

florence loewy books by artists
9 rue de thorigny fr-75003 Paris, France
www.florenceloewy.com

mariana Castillo Deball - We are silently illiterate
Wien Lukatsch Galerie und Buchhandlung fuer 
Kunstbuecher, Berlin, Germany
Until 4th November 2011 
The gallery and bookshop Wien Lukatsch has moved 
to Schoeneberger Ufer 65, 3rd floor. After 13 years in 
Linienstrasse we are delighted to have more space, 
and we kindly invite you to visit. Mariana Castillo Deball 
(born 1975 in Mexico City, currently artist in residency at 
DAAD in Berlin) opens  our new space with the exhibition 
We are silently illiterate.  An uncomfortable title, perhaps 
an Uncomfortable Object in itself?
 
The exhibition deals with Uncomfortable Objects. It is 
populated with non-humans, that tell their own stories, and 
of potential images, that can be constructed by the viewer. 
Both are aesthetic concepts that are unfolded by Deball in 
films, sculptures and books. All of these make clear that 
perception is a tricky thing. The anthropologist Roy Wagner 
puts it like this: The brain is the only organ in the body that is 
narcissistic enough to actually believe it is thinking. 

An example for this concept of Uncomfortable objects is 
the film El Donde estoy va desapareciendo / The where I am 
is vanishing Deball produced for this year’s Venice Biennale 
in cooperation with our gallery. The piece is based on the 
Borgia Codex, one of the few pre-Columbian Mesoamerican 
codices which survived the book-burning policies of the 
Spanish conquerors. The film tells, from the point of 
view of the Borgia Codex, the different adventures and 
transformations, from how it was brought to Europe and 
stored unread for many hundred years in a collection of the 
Vatican in Rome before it was eventually deciphered by a 
Mexican Jesuit (and Alexander von Humboldt). The book 
tells its odyssey in the languages of its different owners. The 
story is accompanied by ink drawings that pass the viewer 
as a long and calm leporello of images. This 10 meters long 
leporello is shown besides the film at the Venice Biennale. 
In our exhibition we present the film vocabulary on separate 
ink drawings.

Wien Lukatsch  - Galerie und Buchhandlung für 
Kunstbuecher New address:
Schoeneberger Ufer 65, 3 OG, 10785 Berlin, Germany
www.wienlukatsch.de, info@barbarawien.de

melissa meyer - Just Painting 
BravinLee programs, New york
Until 24th November 2011
In the artists’ books vitrine, we will present  “Just Painting” 
by Melissa Meyer, made specifically for BravinLee’s  book 
program. This handmade book that consists of twelve 
luminous abstract watercolours on 100 percent rag paper, 
builds on Meyer’s past work.  She combines visual structure 
with fluidity and finds influence in the art of dance, the 
structure of architecture, the tonal qualities of film noir 
and the gestural movement of actors. This show is in 
collaboration with Lennon Weinberg Gallery, NYC.

BravinLee programs
526 West 26th Street #211, New York NY 10001, USA
www.bravinlee.com
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memoirs From a Cold Utopia: Contemporary eastern 
european artists’ Reflections on social transformations
londonpprintstudio, London
Until 18th November 2011
On the 20th anniversary marking the start of the collapse 
of the former Soviet Bloc, this exhibition features the 
reactions of East European artists to the changes after the 
Cold War. These range from Bitch Academy to irreverent 
guerrilla art interventions; from solemn memorials to 
a Lego concentration camp. Artists: The Blue Noses 
Group (Viacheslav Mizin Alexander Shaburov),Stefan 
Constantinescu, Kestutis Grigaliunas, Edmunds Jansons, 
Igor Grubic, Vit Klusák & Filip Remunda, Iosif Király, 
Andrzej Krauze, Zbigniew Libera, Dan Mihaltianu, Tanja 
Muravskaja, Marko Mäetamm & Anu Juurak, Józef 
Robakowski, Alina Rudnitskaya, Ivan Moudov. 

londonpprintstudio, 425 Harrow Road, London W10 4RE. 
Tel: 020 8969 3247. www.londonprintstudio.org.uk

book of artist and Poet: an exhibition of mikhail Pogarsky 
artists’ books
m. Rudomino State Library of Foreign Literature 
moscow, Russia
6th October - 16th November 2011
Mikhail Pogarsky – one of the most well-known artists 
working with books in Russia, is a poet, artist, writer, art 
critic, theorist and curator of contemporary art. Creator of 
over 80 books, author of more than 100 articles on science, 
art and philosophy. He is also the curator and organiser 
of Moscow International Artist’s Book Fair and numerous 
artist’s book projects. 

Doctor of Art 
History Andrey 
Tolstoy wrote: 
“The artist’s 
book as Mikhail 
Pogarsky sees 
and makes it, 
is a certain 
synthetic 
product uniting 
features of the 
book itself and 
of conceptual 
object with text 
components. 
Works of 

Pogarsky are really clever books because they summarise 
knowledge and abilities of the studio predecessors – 
creators of the author’s libraries and of many masters 
who created new art forms throughout the twentieth 
century. In addition there are very poetic and sometimes 
extremely touching works. Mikhail acts in several roles in 
his works: he is the author of one or another idea, he is the 
creator of the resulting form of the idea, he is the author 
of the texts filling and accompanying them”. Theorist of 
contemporary art Vitalij Patsukov says: “Verbal statements 
of Mikhail Pogarsky float independently in the cloudiness 
of fractal geometry of the new visual culture, in the magic 
unsteadiness of blinking addressing and realising plastically 

the first sentence of the Genesis  – “In the beginning was 
the Word…” Many different artists’ books and book-objects 
will be shown at this exhibition. These are the best works 
produced during last 15 years. Lectures and workshops are 
planned during exhibition. www.pogarsky.ru

the silent scream: 
Political and social comment in books by artists 
Rare Books Department Sir Louis matheson Library
Building 4 monash University Clayton Campus
Clayton, VIC, Australia
26th September - 25th November 2011

Curated by Monica Oppen and Peter Lyssiotis in 
conjunction with Monash Library Rare Books Department
This exhibition of over 65 books by artists includes work 
from over 100 years of art practice. Its reach is international 
and places Australian work in a wider historical context. 

The books have been selected from the private collection 
of the Bibliotheca Librorum apud Artificem and the Rare 
Books Department at the Monash University Library. 
A full catalogue of the exhibition will be available.
http://www.bibliotheca.org.au

once upon a time
Roe Valley Arts & Cultural Centre, N. Ireland
Until 30th September 2011
An exhibition celebrating the art of illustration. 
Representing creative connections throughout the UK and 
Ireland, the exhibiting artists aptly reflect the diversity and 
potency of contemporary illustration. From work devised 
for published children’s literature to graphic novels and 
fine art, the exhibition not only reveals this multiplicity 
of the illustrator’s craft but also its essence – narrative. 
Illustrations weave stories in and out of our imaginations, 
leaving a lasting imprint on us, whether child or adult. We 
hope you enjoy this exhibition, purposely curated to appeal 
to the child in us all. Sit, relax and let the stories unfold….
Roe Valley Arts & Cultural Centre
24 Main Street, Limavady BT49 OFJ,  N. Ireland
www.roevalleyarts.com
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SARAH BODMAN WILL BE OPENING  
THE EXHIBITION ON WED. 28 SEPT. AT 6PM

OVER 65 BOOKS FROM THE 
RARE BOOKS COLLECTION,  
MONASH UNIVERSITY LIBRARY  
AND THE PRIVATE COLLECTION  
BIBLIOTHECA LIBRORUM APUD ARTIFICEM

The Monash Rare Books 
exhibiton space is on level 2, 
Sir Louis Matheson Library, 
Building 4, Clayton Campus, 
Ring Road East off Wellington 
Road, Clayton.
Buses will be running from the 
IMPACT 7 conference venue.
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provided. 11-1pm -Basic bookmaking to include sewing 
signatures and folding. 2-4pm-Make a small hardbound 
book. £15 each session. To reserve a place on any of the talks 
and workshops please download a booking form or email 
tish@pushingprint.co.uk for more information. 
www.pushingprint.co.uk

15th anniversary exhibition
The San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Opening 15th September 2011
We are proud to present this exhibition celebrating SFCB’s 
15 years of building the book arts community in the Bay 
Area! We highlight some of the best work from our past 15 
years of innovating and creating in the book arts. 
The San Francisco Center for the Book 
300 De Haro Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA

the 3rd sheffield international artist’s book Prize 
exhibition at Bank Street Arts, Sheffield, UK
11 October - 5 November, 2011
Opening and Private View 8 October
The Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize is organised by and held 
at Bank Street Arts in Sheffield. The Prize was originally 
a response to the challenge to find an appropriate context 
for showing artists’ books and one that would fit with 
the Centre’s aims of innovation and inclusivity. The idea 
of a competition was borne out of conversations with 
participants and visitors to the Leeds Artist’s Book Fair in 
2008. Whilst there was no artist’s book prize in the UK at 
the time, the aim was to do much more than simply create 
a prize or run a competition. Rather, the prize was more 
the context for encouraging visitors to the show to actually 
view the books on display and spend time with the exhibits 
rather than the cursory glance works frequently get within 
a gallery exhibition context – so the decision was taken to 
make the visiting public arbiters and judges of the Prize 
with all visitors asked and encouraged to vote for their 
favourite book(s). 
 
To encourage submissions all books submitted for the Prize 
were shown in the inaugural exhibition in 2008 and the 
policy was established of the Prize being free to enter. The 
first Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize in 2008 attracted nearly 50 
entries from all over the world and several hundred people 
cast votes for their favourite book.  In 2009 additional prizes 
were added to broaden the scope of the Prize itself: the 
Main Prize was retained in order to ensure that link between 
visitors and exhibits but to that was added a Student Prize 
and Special Jury Prize encouraging a greater range of artists 
to submit and leading to more follow up exhibitions arising 
from the event. The 2009 Prize attracted nearly 80 entries 
with many more visitors to the subsequent exhibition.
 
In order to continue to develop the profile of the Prize it 
was decided that a biennial event would allow more time to 
prepare and follow up the competition and and cope with 
the administration involved while retaining the policy of 
free admission.

This year’s competition was launched early Spring this 
year and by close of submissions at the end of July we had 

Pushing Print – a festival of print and book arts
Sat 8th Oct – Sat 29th Oct, 2011 
margate, Kent, UK
www.pushingprint.co.uk

open print exhibition, featuring work by local, national 
and international artists. Selected by Anne Desmet RA, 
Francis Tinsley RE. Curated by Dawn Cole.
Margate Gallery, 2 Lombard Street, Margate Kent CT9 1EW 
(www.margategallery.co.uk) and Pie Factory Gallery, 
5 Broad Street, Margate, Kent CT9 1EW
(www.piefactorymargate.co.uk).

mind your p’s and q’s. A heritage exhibition celebrating 
Thanet’s long associations with the printing industry. 
Featuring photographs by Mark Dumbrell  The Surgery 
(formerly Isle of Thanet Gazette offices and print works) 
Union Row, Margate, Kent CT9 1PP.

Giant Print event – monoprinting margate Words. sat 8th 
oct, 12 noon – 4pm. Extreme monoprinting using a steam 
roller to make giant prints. All welcome. Market Place, 
Margate Old Town. Free event, open to all.

letterpress: the allure of the machine made. 
a talk by Phil abel, sat 15th october,  11am-12noon. 
Hand & Eye Letterpress started in 1985 with a 8x5 inch 
Adana and a 10x15 inch Arab treadle platen. The aim 
then, as now, was to print to the highest standards. The 
presses were soon replaced, and we now have a FAG 
proofing press, a Heidelberg platen and a newly refurbished 
Heidelberg cylinder, machines that are at the peak of the 
five hundred years of letterpress technology. Last year a 
monotype Supercaster and computer controlled Monotype 
composition caster were installed. We are, as far as we 
know, the only commercial printer in the country able to 
cast type and print in large formats at high speed. We print 
anything from invitations and stationery to posters and 
books. Our workshop is a converted railway arch in the East 
End of London, where we run a highly popular internship 
programme.

Who killed Cock Robin. 
Poetry and Print around the block, a talk by Carolyn trant
sat 15th october, 2-3pm. A presentation by Carolyn Trant 
illustrated with pages from her artists’ books, showing 

handcut texts
[in wood and 
card], and 
discussing creative 
collaborations 
with poets, and 
how texts and 
images can fit 
together physically 
and creatively 
to create further 
layers of meaning 

(http://carolyntrantparvenu.blogspot.com).

bookmaking workshop with letitia tunstall. sat 22nd 
october. Working with simple structures you will learn 
the basics to make small books and pamphlets. Materials 



received over 170 entries, more than in the previous two 
competitions put together. Entries came in from 22 different 
countries and included over 40 entries for the Student Prize 
alone.
 

The exhibition itself will again feature all books submitted 
and visitors will be asked to vote for their favourite book(s). 
Prizes in all three categories include cash and exhibitions at 
Bank Street Arts in the year ahead.
 
Special thanks go to our judges this year - Sarah Bodman 
from the Centre for Fine Print Research, University of 
the West of England and Maria White for Tate Library 
in London who had the unenviable task of selecting one 
winner from the 170 submissions for the Jury Prize and one 
out of 40 for the Student Prize. We hope as many visitors as 
possible will find time to visit this unique show and take on 
the challenge of selecting a winner as well as feasting their 
eyes on the fantastic array of entries on offer.
 
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10 – 5. Admission Free.
Bank Street Arts, 32-40 Bank Street, Sheffield, S1 2DS 
For more information, please visit 
http://artistsbookprize.co.uk
or http://bankstreetarts.com

The Paradise of Individuality             
Graphic Design and Artists’ Books from Leeds College 
of Art Library’s Special Collections 
5th September – 9th December 2011 
“…the paradise of individuality…”, George Santayana’s 
description of graphic design, is an exhibition of artists’ 
books celebrating the breadth and versatility of graphic 
design from hand-set type to hand-drawn zines, comic 
art and illustration. It includes complete facsimile prints 
of the hugely influential De Stijl journal, highlighting 
the typographic work of Piet Mondrian and Theo van 
Doesburg. These are shown alongside artists’ publications 
from Nobrow Press and Ensixteen Editions, and book works 
by Andrew Morrison, Jane Kennelly, Michael Caine, Richard 
Long and Ian Hamilton Finlay.

The exhibition is a small sample of books from Leeds 
College of Art’s Special Collections in the Vernon Street 
Library. The exhibition will be open during term time, 
Monday to Friday, 9 am to 4 pm. The Library, Leeds College 
of Art, Vernon Street, Leeds LS2 8PH. T. 0113 2028096
E. rebecca.lowe@leeds-art.ac.uk
http://www.leeds-artexhibitions.co.uk/?p=527

CoVeR aRtist FoR this issUe oF the ban: 

Dietmar Pfister
Coming from of a background of scriptural painting, 
I turned and grew into the world of book objects, which are 
the sculptural results of my actual artistic efforts over the 
last 20 years.

My very first “Künstlerbücher” (artists’ books) were 
produced in the early 80s, but the first solo exhibition of my 
book objects launched in 2003.

So it is time now to begin a new chapter and review the 
works using the first version of my website, which is now 
online from September 2011.

The website has images of my book objects (Buchobjekte, 
1980-2011), exhibitions, selected texts about my books 
by authors and critics in the Album section, and a full 
bibliography. www.dietmarpfister.de

The beat goes on…

Dietmar Pfister
Großgeschaidt 169, 90562 Heroldsberg, Germany
www.dietmarpfister.de
dietmar.pfister@gmx.de

annoUnCements

The al-mutanabbi Street Coalition is pleased to announce 
that we are at the end of our call to book artists for An 
Inventory Of Al-mutanabbi Street and that we have more 
than met our initial goal of 130 books artists. Our total, on 
the last day of the call, is 259. The many participating book 
artists reflect a global understanding of what books mean 
within every culture.
 
On behalf of Sarah Bodman and myself, Beau Beausoleil, 
I want to thank all of you who have stepped forward 
and joined the project. This is the first leg in our journey 
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Hazel Grainger’s entry for the 2011 exhibition



with this work, and it means much to us that we have 
encountered so many book artists who not only want to 
create three books in memory of al-Mutanabbi street, but 
also want to advance the ideas of the project by helping us 
find venues to exhibit this work to people around the world.
 
The first complete UK show of all the artists’ books 
from “An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street” is now 
programmed. The last of the artist books should be 
completed in the autumn of 2012. The exhibition, and many 
associated book arts events, will run from mid January 2013, 
to mid May 2013, at the John Rylands Library, Manchester, 
UK. Beau Beausoleil / Sarah Bodman

Away Publications invites you to the launch of Git’s Gita 
(The Song of the Old Fool) by Peter Please and Back to the 
Beginning (The Progress of a Pilgrim Healer) by Kirsten 
Bolwig. At Bath Artists’ Studios, The Old Malthouse, 
Comfortable Place, Upper Bristol Road, Bath BA1 3AJ, UK
Friday, October 7th, 2011, 7pm for 7.30pm start

Music by The Yirdbards (Paul Darby, Patrick Randall, 
Verity Sharp, Iona Hassan) + Performances/paintings by 
Caroline Waterlow. Admission free/drinks by donation. 
There is ample parking opposite on the Upper Bristol Road 
/ Victoria Park. Email peteralfredplease@hotmail.com for 
travel map/to reserve a copy. Books available online after 
October 7th at http://www.peteralfredplease.co.uk 

Liver & Lights Presents: Bones & The Aft in The Legend 
Of Skellington Bones with Billy Bones as The Skellington, 
Admiral Lord Biscuit as The Whacker and Wing 
Commander McKean on Catgut Boxwood Banjo…
Liver & Lights No 46 Book/CD will be given out free to
the first 50 people through the door on the night; support is
from the wonderful storyteller mesmerising troubadour 
poet the also legend of Men Diamler
  
The Grosvenor, 17 Sidney Road London, SW9, UK. 
Stockwell/Brixton tube Saturday 24th September 2011 
8-12 pm. £5/3 if you are poor and can produce a holy sock 
as proof…  Contact: bentlyboy@supanet.com
www.liverandlights.co.uk
www.mendiamler.com

Some news from Claire Jeanine Satin:
I have been awarded my 2nd Artist Residency to Venice, 
Italy for two months in the Spring of 2012 in order to 
continue my research for my bookworks. In January I have 
been invited to create an installation at the San Francisco 
Center for the Book, “The Accidental Book”.
Claire Jeanine Satin
clairesatin@gmail.com

A new address for: Wien  Lukatsch
Galerie und Buchhandlung für Kunstbücher
Schöneberger Ufer 65, 3. OG, D - 10785 Berlin 
T +49·30·28 38 53 52, F +49·30·28 38 53 50               
info@barbarawien.de, www.wienlukatsch.de

An Inventory of al-mutanabbi Street project
A call for participants from Sarah Jacobs, UK

I have two projects for An Inventory of al-Mutanabbi Street, 
both already underway. One is three copies of a small cheap 
child’s school notebook, bought in a pound shop – which I 
am using to practice my Arabic. It starts with me writing the 
alphabet and is moving up through simple sentences. 
Its working title is: I am learning Arabic.

The second is linked to it. In the same pound shop I bought 
three cheap scrapbooks and I am inviting people to write (in 
Arabic) on index cards the sentence: We are learning Arabic.  
I am using 6 x 4 inch (15.2 x 10.2 cm) index cards.

If you speak Arabic, are learning Arabic, or are willing to 
have a try at copying the sentence, I will need 4 identical 
cards from each participant – three for the project and one 
for me to keep or give away. It would be best if people sent 
the finished cards direct to me: 65 Colebrooke Row, London 
N1 8AB, UK. If you have any questions, or would like to 
participate, please email: sarahjacobs.now@googlemail.com

minnesota Center for Book Arts is proud to announce 
the winner of the 2011 mCBA Prize:
Sarah Bryant (Aurora, Ny, USA), for her work biography.

From Bryant’s artist statement:
“Biography is an examination of the chemical elements in 
the human body and the roles they play elsewhere in the 
world. This book grew out of my desire to use the periodic 
table, our visual method of categorizing every particle of 
matter in the universe, as a tool for creating a portrait of a 
human being, the viewer of the book. We are composed of 
a finite number of elements, each of which has a rich life 
outside of our bodies making up critical components of 
the physical world and the tools that we produce and use to 
measure and investigate that world.”

“I work in book form because of the natural relationship 
between the book and the communication of information. 
Our visual vocabulary developed simultaneously with 
the development of the book. They have worked together 
for over a thousand years to encapsulate information, to 
preserve it and to pass it forward. Books also allow me to 
present a sequence; a book must be viewed spread by spread, 
and consequently I am able to guide the viewer through the 
piece in my own way, pacing their experience with folded 
pages, layered imagery and text.”

The MCBA Prize is the first honour to recognise book art 
from across the field and around the world, celebrating 
the incredible diversity of this vital artform. For the 2011 
competition, a jury of three distinguished leaders in the 
field of book arts reviewed 147 submissions from over 150 
artists, representing 22 nations around the world and all 7 
continents of the Earth. The jury narrowed the field to five 
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finalists; these five works went on display at MCBA during 
Book Art Biennial 2011. The winner was announced to a 
standing-room-only crowd at The MCBA Prize Gala award 
ceremony on July 30, 2011.

Finalists:
Julie Chen (USA), A Guide to Higher Learning
Brad Freeman (USA), Wrong Size Fits All
Peter Malutzki (Germany), Stundenbuch
Ines von Ketelhodt (Germany), Die bessere Halfte

Honorable Mention:
Francois Deschamps (USA), Drone/1,2,3
Ann Lovett (USA), Glass House
Veronika Schapers (Japan), Yoko Tawada: Okonomiyaki

For more information on The MCBA Prize, visit 
http://www.mnbookarts.org/mcbaprize
For more information on Book Art Biennial, visit 
http://www.mnbookarts.org/biennial

CoURses, leCtURes, ConFeRenCes & WoRkshoPs

Impact 7 multi-disciplinary Printmaking Conference,
monash University, melbourne, Australia
27th - 30th September 2011
IMPACT 7: Intersections & Counterpoints will focus on 
the multiple identity of the print, exploring the cross-
disciplinary nature of printmedia internationally and in 
the context of the Asia-Pacific region. 

IMPACT 7 reflects on the activities of an international 
community of artists, writers and designers. The conference 
will bring indigenous, migrant, and regional voices 
to the fore, with a focus on cultural diversity, creative 
collaboration, the artist’s book, and communication in 
digital networks.

Conference Standard Registration - 4 days AUD $450
Conference Student & Concession Registration - 4 days 
AUD $250 
One Day Pass - Standard - AUD $125
One Day Pass - Student & Concession - AUD $75
Single Session Pass AUD - $50
http://impact7.org.au/registration.html

‘Books of all stripes: artists’ publishing in the 21st century’ 
September 26, 2011 from 6pm - 7pm
State Library of Victoria, melbourne, Australia
Organised By: Robert Heather.
Sarah Bodman presents contemporary works from Europe 
and further afield, reflecting the variety of 21st-century 
book arts – from beautiful, traditional printed works to 
online publishing projects, altered books, performance 
books and video books. Sarah Bodman is Senior Research 
Fellow for Artists’ Books at the Centre for Fine Print 
Research at UWE, Bristol.  Presented in association with 
the Impact 7 conference at Monash University. Free. Book 
online at: www.slv.vic.gov.au/event/books-all-stripes

A One-Day Bookbinding Course With Guy Begbie
Bath Artists’ Studios, Bath, UK
12 Nov 10.30am - 4.30pm £35
Here is your opportunity to make and take away your 
own uniquely designed handmade book. Learn the art 
of bookmaking, crafting a multi-functional pocket sized 
hard back concertina book containing a variety of page 
sequencing, viewing configurations and pull out options 
for display. Discover different methods of folding, sewing 
and pasting and learn how to use various types of paper 
stock, paper engineering and page cutting techniques.
The workshop is designed for participants either with 
or without previous experience of bookbinding and all 
materials will be provided.

Bath Artists’ Studios, The Old Malthouse, Comfortable 
Place, Upper Bristol Road, Bath BA1 3AJ
http://www.bathartistsstudios.co.uk/classesworkshops.html

Tutor Guy Begbie. Guy is an internationally established 
book artist and traditionally trained bookbinder. He is the 
Book Arts Coordinator and lecturer at Hereford College of 
Arts and has taught book arts in UK universities since 1995. 
 
To Book a place on the workshop please contact Guy
Tel: 07989393015. Email: g.begbie@live.co.uk
www.guybegbie.com

WORKHOPS & RESIDENCIES at CDLA, France
The centre des livres d’artistes in Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche 
is offering a programme of residencies and workshops 
in a dedicated environment based around the collection, 
the specialist library and the expertise of the cdla team in 
relation to contemporary art and what is called an artist’s 
book. More info can be downloaded as PDFs on the CDLA 
website: http://cdla.info/en/workshop
http://cdla.info/en     info@cdla.info

Weekend Courses in Artists’ Books, Denmark
Introducing the concept of artists’ books, basic principles 
for construction, materials, techniques, form, content. 
The course will be very practical, we believe in learning 
by doing! And so we also welcome international artists. 
Language is not a limitation! Next courses: 
24-25 September;  29-30 October. Further information 
please see: www.hannematthiesen.com or send me an email: 
hannematthiesen@gmail.com 
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Loose & Simple Bindings II
Summer workshop in Stockholm 2012
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo from Professione 
Libro, milan, Italy, July 28 - August 3, 2012 at Jouper 
Design, Stockholm, Sweden

The aim of this seven-day workshop is to learn different 
types of non adhesive constructions very useful in all kinds 
of communication, in book arts as well as in conservation 
bindings. New ways of thinking, tricks and techniques will 
inspire you to continue develop your own personal style. 
We welcome participants from all related professional 
fields, such as graphic designers, artists, bookbinders, 
calligraphers, architects and more. All levels.

Registration and more info: Contact Helene Jouper 
helene@bokbindarkompetens.se, or call: +46 73 73 555 44, 
or through the BK network: bokbindarkompetens.se

Wire Edge Bindings 
A week-long workshop in Stockholm 2012
With Daniel E Kelm from the Garage Annex School 
in Easthampton, massachussetts, USA. October 29 - 
November 2, 2012 at Jouper Design, Stockholm, Sweden

Whether you wish to produce an elegant codex of sewn 
signatures - even one comprised of problematic paper 
(pulpy and soft or thick and stiff) - or are interested in 
creating a non-traditional book that is sculptural, wire edge 
binding can help you achieve your goals. Wire edge styles 

use metal wire along the binding edge. The result in all cases 
is a binding that opens exceptionally smoothly and flexibly. 
All levels of experience are welcome.

Registration and more info: Contact Helene Jouper 
helene@bokbindarkompetens.se, or call: +46 73 73 555 44, 
or through the BK network: bokbindarkompetens.se

Victoria Lucas has recently launched new workshops and 
courses to run alongside the well-established ‘Beginner’s 
Bookbinding and Artists Books’ workshop, developed as 
part of The Loft Studio program in 2009. There are sessions 
scheduled in London, Wakefield, Sheffield and Bradford 
this year, hosted by various venues including The Hepworth 
Wakefield, Rehearsal Arch 122, The Showroom Cinema, 
and Bloc Projects. Bookbinding, mouldmaking and casting, 
and independent curation are just some of the sessions on 
offer this autumn / winter. To book your place or for more 
information please visit http://www.victorialucas.co.uk/
workshops.aspx

ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO 
New courses for October/November/December 2011. 
All information can be found at: 
http://www.professionelibro.it
ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO Fine Bindings, 
Book Conservation. Via A. Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, Italy.

Book Arts Course with meg Green
mondays, 26 September - 28 November 2011
The Art Academy, London, UK
In this new course students have the opportunity to explore 
Book Arts in various forms including basic western and 
eastern binding methods as well as more advanced book 
concepts such as text and image, layering, simultaneous 
pages, fold-outs, non-adhesive bindings and the book as 
sculptural object.

Book Arts represent a unique crossroads in contemporary 
visual arts.  Conventionally, the value of a book is 
considered to reside in the content with the author of the 
text separated from the binder of the pages.  Yet the tactile 
presence of the book object invariably elicits a physical 
response from the reader on a purely aesthetic level.  At 
every point there is a layering of tradition and innovation, 
convention and reinvention.

Students will learn a variety of binding techniques specific 
to their area of interest. Specific techniques include 
Japanese binding, simple case binding and album bindings.  
Accordingly, alongside the technical aspects of binding, 
students will learn safe and reliable measuring, cutting, 
aligning, folding, gluing and pressing techniques in order 
to produce an Artist’s Book of sound construction which 
embodies the artist’s intention.  

Course tutor Meg Green has many years of teaching 
experience and holds Bachelor and Masters Degrees in 
Print Media and Book Arts.  Her original works have been 
exhibited in Montreal, New York and London. 
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Course Code: EC1101039. Mondays, 26 September - 28 
November 2011: 6.30pm – 9pm
£235 includes starter pack of tools & materials.
The Art Academy, Mermaid Court, 165A Borough High 
Street, London SE1 1HR. Book online at:
http://www.artacademy.org.uk/#/ec1101039/4553678097

New Jersey Book Arts Symposium, November 4, 2011 
Paul Robeson Galleries at Rutgers Newark
In keeping with the mood of the times, the 2011 New Jersey 
Book Arts Symposium will take a long, hard look at money. 
The Money Symposium will feature six New Jersey artists 
whose bookworks express ideas about money and related 
concepts, such as value, currency, and exchange, or else 
critically reflect on how conventional, mainstream attitudes 
about value are expressed and shaped by money. Featured 
artists are Siona Benjamin, Anne Dushanko Dobek, Eileen 
Foti, Barbara Madsen, Amanda Thackray and Chloe 
Tompkins. 

For the first time in our seventeen year history, The 
Symposium will be hosted by the Paul Robeson Galleries at 
Rutgers Newark (350 Dr Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard). 
Although we will miss our friends and the familiar 
surroundings of the Dana Library, where the Symposium 
began in 1995 and enjoyed a continuous, sixteen year run, 
we are thrilled by the opportunity to partner with one 
of the major players on the New Jersey arts scene, and to 
affirm the presence of the book in the world of fine art. 

The Money Symposium will take place on November 4, 
2011, as usual, the first Friday of the month. 8,30am to 5pm
350 Dr Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, Newark, USA
Phone: 732 932 7006 ext 373 

As in the past, The Money Symposium will include a book 
artists’ jam for both attendees and presenters, and an 
afternoon opening of the exhibition curated by Anonda 
Bell, the Director/Curator of the Robeson Galleries. For 
more information, please write to mjoseph@rutgers.edu. 
The New Jersey Book Arts Symposium is an event founded 
and sponsored by The Rutgers University Libraries. 
http://andromeda.rutgers.edu/artgallery/

Proteus Gowanus Study Hall 
Summer is ending and it’s time to get back to work. If you 
are a solitary worker tied to a laptop or a pad of paper, 
perhaps you would prefer not to work alone at home but 
rather in quiet community with other writers.

We invite you to join Study Hall for quiet contemplation, 
study and work. Study Hall turns our galleries into writing 
rooms so that members can work in a communal setting 
filled with art, artifacts and books.  For $50 per month, 
Study Hall is open to members on weekdays from 10am-
6pm.  Proteus Gowanus, 543 Union Street #1C,  Brooklyn, 
NY 11215, USA. www.proteusgowanus.org

Symposium: Photography and the Artist’s Book
manchester metropolitan University Special Collections, 
manchester, UK
Friday 21st October 2011
There is a renewed interest in the relationship of
photography and the artist’s book as both a work of art 
and as an alternative site for exhibition and dissemination. 
There is also a notable expansion in the activities of 
self publication by photographers and artists who 
use the photograph. Further to this, the theorising 
of the photographic essay and notions of ‘conceptual 
documentary’ have become important areas of discourse 
for those practitioners and theorists who are interested 
in working with the photograph in book form. This 
symposium, which will precede the 6th Manchester Artist’s 
Book Fair, draws together theorists and practitioners 
in order to more fully explore the issues raised by the 
relationship of photography and the artist’s book.

Cost: £15 waged/£10 unwaged. To reserve your place please 
send a cheque made payable to the ‘University of Salford’, or 
official purchase order, to Theresa Wilkie, Salford School of 
Art and Design, Centenary Building, Peru Street, M3 6EQ
Enquiries to/further details from t.wilkie@salford.ac.uk
See also http://www.hotbedpress.org/events

The symposium will be preceded by a talk on the 
afternoon of Thursday October 20th at Salford School of 
Art and Design, by visiting photographer Angela Kelly, 
Associate Professor at Rochester Institute of Technology NY, 
entitled Catharsis: Images of Post Conflict Belfast: 
http://www.AngelaKellyPhoto.com 
This talk is free and the time and venue will be confirmed 
nearer the date however, places are limited so please register 
your interest with t.wilkie@salford.ac.uk

This symposium is a collaboration between 
Salford School of Art & Design (University of Salford) – 
www.artdes.salford.ac.uk
Manchester Metropolitan University Special Collections - 
www.specialcollections.mmu.ac.uk 
and Hot Bed Press (Salford) www.hotbedpress.org.

CFPR Professional Development Course

Comics, books, Zines with 
offset lithography
Led by the graphic artist 
Jon mcNaught

Six weeks commencing 
Tuesday 25th October 2011
3 hours per week, Tuesday 
evenings 5-8pm
CFPR, UWE, Bristol, UK

In this 6-week course each 
student will produce an A6 
two-colour, lithographic, 
pamphlet zine/ book, in 
an edition of 10 (3 copies 
for the student, the other 
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7 will go to the other students in the class). You will be 
shown many examples of comics, zines, graphic novels 
etc and have time to discuss your ideas and design your 
book. The course will involve demonstrations and tuition 
in Offset Lithographic printing, 2-colour overlays, simple 
bookbinding techniques, drawing techniques, narrative / 
comic strip design. 

The course tutor Jon McNaught will design a simple box / 
package so each student will go away from the course with 
a box of everyones’ editioned books. Jon mcNaught is 
a graphic artist who produces comic strips and books 
including Birchfield Close and Pebble Island which have been 
recently published by NOBROW. He is the Centre for Fine 
Print Research’s Book Artist in Residence for September - 
October 2011. Examples of his work can be seen at
www.jonmcnaught.co.uk and at
http://jonmcnaught.blogspot.com 

Price: £190 full price / £152 concs. 3 hrs per week 5-8pm
Tuesday 25th October - Tuesday 29th November 2011
The price includes all materials, teas, coffees and biscuits.
Limited to 7 places (3 places remaining). 
Book online at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

oPPoRtUnities

Jan van Eyck Academie
Post-Academic Institute for Research and Production
Fine Art, Design, Theory
CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
Deadline: 1 October 2011

Artists are invited to submit proposals for research projects 
for the coming year in the Fine Art department of the Jan 
van Eyck Academie. Deadline for submissions is 1 October 
2011. 

The Jan van Eyck Academie is an institute for research and 
production in the fields of fine art, design and theory. Every 
year, 48 international researchers realise their individual or 
collective projects in the artistic and critical environment 
that is the Jan van Eyck. In doing so, they are advised by a 
team of artists, designers and theorists who have won their 
spurs globally. The researchers can also avail themselves of 
facilities that support their projects from first concept to 
public presentation. All in all, the Jan van Eyck offers artists, 
designers and theoreticians time and space to do research 
and realise productions, either about topics of their own 
choosing or as part of a project formulated by the institute 
itself. 

Fine Art
The Fine Art department offers a unique space for 
experimentation, production, reflection and debate. 
Researchers conduct their artistic research in an 
environment that encourages questioning of the 
assumptions, forms, meanings and contexts that are tied to 
the practice of making art today. The Fine Art department 

welcomes artists, individuals and groups, without 
stipulating conditions regarding form, content and media. 
Artistic practice is supported by a programme of events and 
sustained conversations organised by the researchers and 
advising researchers, according to their interests. 

Advising researchers: Babak Afrassiabi & Nasrin Tabatabai, 
Hans-Christian Dany, Imogen Stidworthy

Facilities
Researchers are advised by a team of artists, designers and 
theorists who have won their spurs globally. They receive 
their own studio and a stipend. Furthermore, researchers 
can make use of all kinds of facilities which support 
their projects, from first concept to public presentation, 
including the library, the documentation centre and various 
workshops: materials (wood and other materials); time-
based productions; analogue and digital (online and offline) 
publishing (including photography and silkscreen). They 
can also get assistance with their print work, the editing and 
distribution of publications and the publicity of events.

Applications
Candidates applying for Fine Art are asked to propose a 
research project. The academic year runs from 1 January to 
31 December. Deadline for submissions is 1 October 2011.

More information about the application procedure can be 
found at www.janvaneyck.nl, button ‘applications’.

For questions and more information on the application 
procedure, please contact Leon Westenberg at 
leon.westenberg@janvaneyck.nl or +31 (0)43 3503724.
For questions relating to the Jan van Eyck Academie in 
general, please contact Judith Lindekens at 
judith.lindekens@janvaneyck.nl or +31 (0)43 3503721.

Jan van Eyck Academie
Academieplein 1, 6211 KM Maastricht
The Netherlands
http://www.janvaneyck.nl 

Women’s studio Workshop artists’ opportunities
Visit our website for our deadline calendar and for 
complete descriptions of all of our programmes.

Deadline: October 15 
Art Administration Internship - Studio Internship
Ceramic Internship - Clay Fellowship
Art-in-Education Fellowship - Studio Fellowship 
Ora Schneider Regional Artist Residency

Deadline: November 15 
Artist Book Residency - Art-in-Education Residency

Women’s Studio Workshop
722 Binnewater Ln, Rosendale NY 12472, USA
info@wsworkshop.org 
www.wsworkshop.org
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Doverodde book arts Festival iV & symposium – 2012
It is with great pleasure that the Limfjordscentret in 
Doverodde, Denmark for the fourth time is able to invite 
international book artists to take part in our unique Festival, 
in scenic Northern Jutland. As in previous years there will 
be a Festival weekend (May 17th - May 20th, 2012) full of 
events and amazing book art. There will be opportunities 
for artists to have a table/stand, hold workshops, give – or 
attend – talks at the Symposium and submit artwork for the 
themed exhibition (On the margins / Udkant), which will 
be showing from May 17th till August 5th, 2012.

International Call for Entries to our themed exhibition: 
On the margins (May 17th- August 5th, 2012). 
The deadline is April 10th 2012 and the entry fee is 300 
DKK, which includes a copy of the printed catalogue. 
Three works will be selected from the exhibition to be 
awarded the Doverodde Book Arts Center of Denmark 
Award, consisting of a small gift or money prize.

For more detailed information go to our website: 
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk or 
www.nordicbookarts.ning.com where you will also 
find information in English and Danish about:

Booking a stand in the book fair (may 18th-may 20th). 
We have room for 24 tables (85x120 cm) at 300 DKK per 
artist which includes some meals and refreshments – again 
check out our website for details.  Deadline for booking is 
march 1st, 2012. There will also be an opportunity to book 
a time slot in our workshop area where exhibitors may offer 
simple and inexpensive one-hour activities.

A new initiative in 2012 is the Symposium: artists’ books 
anonymous: on the margins, 2012 which takes place 
Saturday evening may 19th, 2012. We invite papers on any 
topic relating to artists’ books / book art. See our ‘Call For 
Papers’ for details, the deadline is march 1st, 2012.

Call For Artists - In 2012 we also offer a challenge: an 
artist or artists-group are invited to create an installation 
on the 3rd floor of our unique exhibition space: the Tower 
(being our landmark – a memorable silo, from 1966). See 
our terms and conditions on our website: ‘Call For Artists’. 
Deadline for proposals is February 1st, 2012 at 12:00.

It is also possible to book accommodation through us 
before March 1st in lovely holiday cottages a few minutes 
walk from the Limfjordscenter – again see info on our site 
under Practical Information. We charge 250 DKK per night 
per person. 

We at the Limfjordscenter hope for a splendid Festival IV 
& Symposium and can’t wait to hear from you – don’t miss 
the opportunity to come to the edge of Denmark to enjoy 
beautiful artists’ books and meet fantastic artists and people 
in wonderful surroundings.

(If you are interested in seeing some images from the 
previous Festival in 2011 go to www.flickr.com/photos/
doveroddebookarts/ and see what’s not to be missed.)

All information can be found on: 
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk or 
www.nordicbookarts.ning.com

Any relevant questions please contact the Festival Organiser 
2012: Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck – nordicbookarts@gmail.com

---------------------------------------------------------------------

bookartbookshop’s Bookart Competition December 2011 

Calling

all artists, writers, anglers, gardeners, cooks, scientists, 
enthusiasts of all persuasions 

To Celebrate
The Tenth Anniversary

of

bookartbookshop 
20.02.2002 - 21.02.2012

We invite the creation of books on the theme

X =
or

What is to be done?

10 pages
10 copies

£1000 in prizes

Download the entry form: http://www.bookartbookshop.
com/docs/bookart_competition.html

Deadline: 15 December 2011

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: The Tower, and right: View of Doverodde from inside the 3rd 
floor of the Tower
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inteRnet neWs

Guide to Bookshops in Shoreditch & Hackney, London
BOOKSELLERS in Shoreditch & Hackney map now 
available.  Copies available from bookartbookshop, London 
or download a pdf version from bookartbookshop’s website 
at: http://www.bookartbookshop.com/docs/events.htm

Bookbinding Now 
A New York-based community podcast posted every other 
Wednesday. Hosted by Susan Mills in conjunction with Full 
Tilt Bookbinding. It has podcasts of interviews with artists, 
conservators, collectors and more available online: 
http://www.bookbindingnow.com

A new photography website from Craig Atkinson
I have a strange obsession with cameras and images. 
Documenting things digitally allows me to collect images 
of things rather than the things themselves,satisfying my 
desire to ‘own’. It also allows me to record people, places 
and situations [the everyday] in a similar way.
http://photo.craigatkinson.co.uk

marie-Therese Wisniowski
I started my Art Quill Studio blog site one year ago, to 
give a written expression to my art practice and moreover, 
I wanted to articulate what interested me in art. The aims 
of my blog is namely: using the medium of cloth to create a 
work of art; promoting prints on paper;  exploring concepts 
that are the basis of my current artworks; offering opinions 
on art issues. http://artquill.blogspot.com

Digital Art books 
A project by the French artist Nicolas Frespech
As part of a series of works and a reflection on the e-book, 
I started the production of art books in the native format 
Epub, and designed artists’ books using the properties of 
this new format and the procedures of reading on tablets 
and mobile phones. 

Also French speakers can read my column on this topic on 
poptronics.fr “Inventions of the digital artist’s book” 
http://poptronics.fr/Inventons-le-livre-d-artiste 
If you do not have software to read the books, you can 
download a free reader programme called Calibre from my 
website which will enable you to open and read any of the 
books that can be downloaded from my site.  
http://www.frespech.com/ebook

There are also links to my other experimental digital books 
at http://www.frespech.com/book.php these range from 
screen-based works to titles such as RSS which is an ongoing 
live book. 

From Bracketpress: The new Exitstencil Press website is 
finally up and running. Exitstencil was set-up many years 
ago by artists Gee Vaucher & Penny Rimbaud and have 
recently decided to revitalise the project. Gee’s new book: 
“Much Ado About Something – A Play of Metaphors” has 

just been published and is available from the site along 
with a number of new prints. Penny Rimbaud’s “Last of the 
Hippies” book is also available direct from them.
http://www.exitstencilpress.com

POST: PTSD the musical 
POST the video is a representation of POST the art 
installation. POST is an epic poem which conveys the 
psychological and emotional morass of PTSD. The lens is 
through the experience of Captain Earle Swope; firefighter 
and rescue diver who drowned, was resuscitated and dealt 
with PTSD for a year or two after the event. 
http://www.youtube.com/user/earleswope

From Andi mcGarry - Art in the Open 2011 
Europe’s largest painting festival - the streets of Wexford, 
Ireland are awash with colour and vibrancy. Artists painting 
in the open, talking about their works, interacting, and 
generously giving their time and sharing their skills in 
public. The video is shot by Lizzy, with lovely music by both 
Ian Doyle and We free kings. Anyone interested in joining 
in next year’s festival in 2012 should drop Tony a line at 
Spectrum Arts, 13 Selskar Street, Wexford, Ireland.
View the video at www.youtube.com/user/AAAAAAndi

From Visual Editions
Composition No. 1 Book + App film 1-2-3 ready for lift off
They’ve been in the pipeline for quite some time but we 
would be lying if we pretended not to be ecstatic about 
these two little films created by Universal Everything 
(http://universaleverything.com) to celebrate the launch 
of Composition No. 1 (http://www.visual-editions.com/
our-books/book/composition-no1). With one film for 
Composition No. 1 the book, and one for Composition No. 1 
for the iPad, we like to think of these as part inspiration 
and part user manuals (the VE way, of course).
We cannot wait to see what you make of them. 
Tell us, share them, and more than anything have a play. 
Composition No. 1, we’re ready for lift off.
www.visual-editions.com/blog/composition-no-1-book-
app-film-1-2-3-ready-for-lift-off

From Jürgen Wegner: The eloquent page. The National 
Library of Australia’s fringe publishing blog. 
At the National Library we’ve  always collected much more 
than just traditional books and magazines. They’re only 
one part of our “Australian story”. What we really love are 
the things you might not expect – that give spice to the 
mix! Comics, posters, ephemera, alternative press and some 
wonderful hand published material like artist’s books and 
zines. We love the creativity and the inventiveness we see 
coming across our desks every day!
https://blogs.nla.gov.au/the-eloquent-page/

Kevin Boniface has started a new blog – It’s a bit more 
lighthearted than The Most Difficult Thing Ever... It began 
life as a paper zine in 2007 and has now transformed into: 
huddersfieldcompactnews.blogspot.com
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The artist Laura Russell has a new updated website:
http://laurarussell.net

meliors Sims’ exhibition imagining antarctica was held 
recently at ArtsPost, Hamilton, New Zealand 
It included the huge relief piece of the continent that I 

finished in 2010 and 
numerous smaller wall 
pieces about ice and 
snow and the impacts 
of pollution, resource 
extraction and climate 
change on the fragile 
environment there.  

I also made lots of 
little iceberg sculptures 
and a blizzard.  Here’s 
a shortcut to some 
Antarctic work in 

progress posts on my blog http://tinyurl.com/42vjsbe  

Sally Waterman’s redesigned website has just been 
completed. It now features video clips and the whole of a 
recent ‘Waste Land’ project, derived from T.S Eliot’s poem, 
along with a current project, ‘Translucence’ based on Derek 
Jarman’s writings and Donna McKevitt’s musical score.
www.sallywaterman.com

Eric Watier was artist in residence at living Room arts 
project space, Montpellier, France from May – September 
2011. You can see some of the books exhibited and 
download a dossier of his results at:
http://livingroomart.wordpress.com/activites/
siquelquechoseennuieericwatier/

Sarah Bodman and Paul Laidler will be travelling to 
Australia late September to present papers and show 
exhibitions for the Impact 7 Multi-disciplinary Printmaking 
Conference, Monash University, Melbourne.
http://impact7.org.au/

IMPACT 7: Intersections & Counterpoints will focus on 
the multiple identity of the print, exploring the cross-
disciplinary nature of printmedia internationally and in the 
context of the Asia-Pacific region. 

After the conference, Paul and Sarah will be travelling 
onwards to spend two weeks at Queensland College of Art 
in Brisbane for an artists’ residency with Master Pulp Printer 
Tim Mosely. We will be working with Tim and Melissa 
Harvey on Tim’s codex event 8, from 1st – 15th Oct 2011. 
This is a collaboration between all four of us as Australian 
and UK printmakers / papermakers making artists’ books.

We will be uploading images and info as we go along, from 
24th September, to share the events and work produced.
http://psgoaway.blogspot.com

aRtist’s book FaiRs & FestiVals

The London Art Book Fair 2011 will take place at the 
Whitechapel Gallery on the 23-25 September 2011. 
www.whitechapelgallery.org 

Salford School of Art & Design, Hot Bed Press and 
Manchester Metropolitan University Special Collections 
present a symposium: Photography and the Artist’s Book, 
on Friday 21st October, at Special Collections Gallery at 
MMU, (across from the Holden Gallery), with papers and 
talks on many aspects of this fascinating genre (for more 
information, please contact Theresa Wilkie at 
t.wilkie@salford.ac.uk). The symposium takes place the day 
before the Manchester Artist’s Book Fair.

The Sixth manchester Artists’ Book Fair. Saturday 22nd 
October 2011. Holden Gallery, Manchester School of Art 
Manchester Metropolitan University, 11am - 6pm. 
50 stands including a zine annex. Organised by Hot Bed 
Press and MMU. www.hotbedpress.org

Small Publishers Fair. Friday 11th and Saturday 12th 
November 2011 (this year is the 10th Anniversary), Conway 
Hall, Red Lion Square, London WC1R 4RL. 
The international fair celebrating books by contemporary 
artists, poets, writers, composers, book designers, and their 
publishers; together with a programme of readings and 
talks. With more than 50 publishers taking part there will 
be thousands of books and other editions to browse and buy 
http://rgap.co.uk

8th ArteLibro Bologna 23-25 September 2011
Fair with antiquarian books and artists’ books section 
including Booklyn and CTL-Presse. held in the Palazzo Re 
Enzo central in front of the Cathedral. www.artelibro.it
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Artists’ Book And Zine Fair, Spike Island, Bristol
Saturday 8th October 2011 from noon, until 5pm.
Again, A Time Machine ends with a bang as the galleries 
are taken over by purveyors of artists’ books, zines and 
other ephemera. Over thirty international publishers, 
artists’ projects and collectives working across the fields of 
art, design, illustration, literature, philosophy and politics 
descend on Bristol for this very special event.
 
A series of workshops, screenings, talks and impromptu 
reading groups punctuate the day and extend into the 
evening. These include The Happy Hypocrite: Miniature 
Essay, a series of collaborative performances co-hosted by 
Maria Fusco and Spike Associates. Carlisle/Bristol based 
record label Motive Sounds provide musical entertainment 
till late, including a performance by Scottish pop duo Over 
the Wall. www.spikeisland.org.uk/events/book_zine_fair

Printed matter, Inc. presents the sixth annual Ny Art Book 
Fair, from September 30 to October 2, 2011, at momA PS1,
Long Island City, Queens. A preview will be held on the 
evening of Thursday, September 29.
Free and open to the public, the NY Art Book Fair is the 
world’s premier event for artists’ books, catalogues,
monographs, periodicals, and zines presented by more than 
200 international presses, booksellers, antiquarians,
artists, and independent publishers from over twenty 
countries. The NY Art Book Fair will also include special 
projects, screenings, book signings, and performances 
throughout the  weekend. www.nyartbookfair.com 

Artists’ Book and Independent Publishing Fair
The New Art Gallery Walsall
12-4pm, Saturday 26 November 2011
 
Join us for our annual Artists’ Book and Independent 
Publishing Fair where you will be able to buy your own 
affordable books, zines and multiples by artists from the 
UK and beyond.
 

Letterpress printing and simple bookbinding workshop
12-4pm: Book artist Simon Goode will be teaching 
traditional letterpress printing using lead and wood type, 
and participants will have a chance to print and bind their 
own artists’ books. This is a free drop-in workshop for 
adults and young people.
 
Talk: Sarah Bodman, research fellow for Book Arts at the 
Centre for Fine Print Research, University of West England, 
will give a talk on her favourite artists’ book works.
 
If you are interested in holding a stall at this year’s 
fair, please contact Cheryl Jones on 01922 654464 or 
jonescheryl@walsall.gov.uk. The New Art Gallery 
Walsall Gallery Square Walsall WS2 8LG. 
thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk
  

neW aRtists’ PUbliCations

listen, listen: adadam agofomma is the inaugural 
publication of Take Time Press. 

Published in 2011 as a limited-edition (50), fine-press book 
created by Mary Hark, it honours the extraordinary work of 
the Ghanaian musician, Koo Nimo. 

Adadam Agofomma, the name of Koo Nimo’s musical 
group, translates as Roots Ensemble. Created by Mary Hark, 
the book is a fine-press collection encased in a handcrafted 
clam-shell box. The letterpress printed contents include: 
one pamphlet which references a special recording session 
of Koo Nimo and his ensemble, and which contains a CD 
of music and a digital slideshow of 69 photographs taken by 
Amara Hark-Weber to document the event; one pamphlet 

Kali Taylor-Mittmann, [De]construction, 2010
Screenprint  on Japanese tissue paper
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with an essay about Koo Nimo and the musical session; and 
an accordion fold carrying the lyrics of one song interpreted 
in Twi and in English with evidence of Koo Nimo’s 
handwritten script. Wrapped in a paper portfolio are three 
prints by Atta Kwami. 

This book showcases paper hand made predominantly from 
botanicals harvested in Ghana. The papers, produced
by Mary in Kumasi with assistance from Rita Yaboah and 
Michael Adashie, use pulp-mulberry, cashew, papyrus and
other fibres which grow in the Ashanti Region.

Atta Kwami’s suite of three etching and relief prints, titled 
Sound Fabric, celebrates Koo Nimo’s palm wine music.
The artwork was printed on Mary’s linen paper by Pamela 
Clarkson and Atta Kwami in their Ayeduase New Site
Studio near Kumasi, the only intaglio studio in Ghana.
Letterpress printing was executed by Mary Hark and Jana 
Pullman at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Twi scholars Samuel Kofi Darkwa 
and Forster Kena Asare assisted in the translation of
the lyrics. Layout and typesetting were provided by 
Christine DeMars. The box and small books were designed 
by Mary and constructed at HARK! Handmade Paper 
Studio in Madison, Wisconsin.

To enquire about Listen, Listen: Adadam Agofomma 
contact Mary Hark at hark@wisc.edu

New from Bongoût GiVen 
Collective book 2011. 
GIVEN, 100% hand-made 
72 pages screenprinted 
book, 93 colours, 35 
international artists.
40 x 30 cm, 145 ex, 
numbered. 3 booklets 
presented in a box. 
Screenprinted and bound 
by RE:SURGO! / Atelier 
Bongoût - Berlin, summer 
2011.

Artists: André Lemos, Andy 
Bolus, Antoine Bernhart, 

Kottie Paloma, Brecht Vandenbroucke, Moolinex, Dragan 
Prgomelja, Christopher Schulz,  Frodo Mikkelsen, Frédéric 
Fleury, Gabriela Jolowicz, Frédéric Poincelet, Kathrin Köster, 
Luke Ramsey, Mathieu Desjardins, Emmanuelle  Pidoux, 
Xavier Robel, Peter Larsson, Gregory Jacobsen, Gyula 
Noesis, Anna Hellsgård, Christian Gfeller, Helge Reumann, 
Seripop,  Laurent Impeduglia, Tara McPherson, Barbara 
Breitenfellner, LL Cool Jo, Stéphane Prigent, Leto, Nine 
Yamamoto-Masson, Sonnenzimmer,  Sacha Lehne, Manuel 
Ocampo, Tomàs Ives & Pakito Bolino. 

Price: 210 EUR. Available from Bongoût:
http://www.xn--bongot-0ya.com/given.html

INK
A beautiful new artist’s book, featuring full-colour images of 
the prize-winning sculptural work ink by ~ in the fields, and 
specially written texts by poet Ken Cockburn.

ink is a sculptural work by ~ in the fields, developed from 
inscriptions found in five printed books from five centuries. 
These inscriptions were taken from a Bible, a copy of 
the Arabian Nights, a songbook and books about natural 
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history and botany. ink consists of five colourless clear glass 
bulbs – each partly filled with blue ink. When the visitor 
approaches, the bulbs begin to rotate, causing a layer of 
ink to coat the inside surface. Through the ink, illuminated 
handwritten inscriptions become visible on a spinning 
armature, thanks to the phenomenon of persistence of 
vision. The inscriptions are given to the visitor individually. 
The visitor’s presence initiates the offering of the inscription 
once again.

In this book, images and texts relating to ink are augmented 
by new poems by Ken Cockburn, which consider the 
sculptural work itself as well as the related topics of 
marginalia and the colour blue. Featuring French folds, the 
book includes an alphabet poem on imagined shades of 
blue ‘hidden’ between the main pages, and ‘blueographies’ 
of the contributors. 

~ in the fields are artists Nicole Heidtke and Stefan 
Baumberger. In 2010 they won the Berlin University of 
the Arts Award for Interdisciplinary Art and Science for 
their work ink. Their visual art practice draws on archival 
material, environmental topics and ephemeral artefacts, 
such as lost forms of cinema. www.in-the-fields.org

Ken Cockburn is a poet, editor, translator and writing tutor 
based in Edinburgh. His other collaborations with visual 
artists include the book CENTUM (2008) with David 
Faithfull, and the sound installation Pandora’s Light Box at 
the Talbot Rice Gallery (2011) with Frances Priest.
www.kencockburn.co.uk  www.theroadnorth.co.uk

208 x 198 mm. Hard covers, 52 pages. Full colour, French 
folds. Edition: 500 Publisher: Abertay University Press, 
July 2011. ISBN 978 1 899796 25 0. If you would like to 
receive more information about the book, please write to 
studio@in-the-fields.org

POLAROID BOOKS 
FRANTICHAm’S ImPOSSIBLE POLAROID mADNESS 
Photographs taken by Franticham in Achill Island, off the 
West Coast of Ireland, with various  SX-70 type Polaroid 
cameras from the seventies, using PX 70, 100, 600 and 680 
from the Impossible Project.

60 pages, 15 x 21 cm. Inkjet on superfine 118 gr. Mohawk.
Hand bound limited signed edition of 169 copies.
Each copy has an original Polaroid on the cover.
50 Euros / 70 US $ / 43 UK.
You can order by email at info@redfoxpress.com
or online with Paypal at 
http://www.redfoxpress.com/polaroidbooks.html

Cast of Revival Redux by Ralph Dorey

An exhibition folded into its source material folded into its 
making folded into a publication folded into its method of 
printing. Cast of Revival Redux is concerned with trees and 
flowers and the history of German youth movements prior 
to the Reich, the élan vital of samurai films, ideology and 
temporary autonomous spaces. Cast of Revival Redux is a 
bandage wrapped around a notebook of folk songs. 
Self published, edition of 20. 15cm x 21cm, 28 pages on 
130gsm paper. Shellac varnish and oil paint on BW laser 
print, staple bound. 2011. £5

Ralph Dorey is a practitioner and researcher based in 
Walthamstow. http://ralphdorey.blogspot.com

Chromatic Fields
Duncan Bullen and Jamie Crofts
Chromatic Fields is a collaboration between Duncan Bullen 
and Jamie Crofts. The project centres around a limited 
edition book work, which explores their shared interests 
in composition, notation, drawing, music and silence. 
Repetition and near–repetition, rotation and permutation 
are also of importance, as is accuracy and inaccuracy of 
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the human hand, resulting in fluctuations in touch and 
pulse. The book contains a drawing and a score: The 
drawing consists of points of colour arranged in patterned 
formations, which is rotated throughout the book by means 
of screen print, each time with the points of colour in a 
different position. The score is shown with all performance 
indications, staves and stems removed leaving only the 
notes. What remains is contour and reflection. 

The book incorporates performance scores and a DVD of 
10 Chromatic Fields for piano; compositions consisting of 
176 single notes. These are the 88 notes of a piano played 
once through and then repeated; the difference between 
each piece being the order of the notes. 

Chromatic Fields was printed by Jane Sampson at Ink Spot 
Press, Brighton, UK. The accompanying DVD contains 
MP3s of Chromatic Fields 51 -60 which were composed 
by Jamie on a Yamaha P-150 piano. The disc also contains 
performance scores of Chromatic Fields 51 -60 with full 
performance directions and images of the making of the 
book. Chromatic Fields is printed in an edition of 50.  
The book was made possible by support from SOUNDkiosk 
and the University of Brighton. Price £350.00. Please visit 
www.duncanbullen.com or www.soundkiosk.com 

Duncan Bullen was born Norwich in 1962 he studied 
Fine Art at Leeds Polytechnic (1988), he then went on to 
complete his Masters in Printmaking from the Royal College 
of Art (1991). He was awarded a cholarship to the British 
School at Rome (1991-’92). In 2005 he was artist/scholar 
at the Experimental Printmaking Institute, PA, USA. He 
has had several solo exhibitions since including Silence and 
Light, Otter Gallery, University of Chichester (2006), Night 
Prayers, Eremo di Santa Caterina Elba, Italy (2004), and 
From Silence, Jill George Gallery, London (2003). His work 
has been included in many group exhibitions, most recently, 
Drawing of the World, Museum of Art, Seoul, Korea (2009), 
Figuring Light, Djanogly Gallery, Nottingham (2008), A 
Decade of Artists Books, EPI, Lafayette College, PA, USA 
(2006). He is Course Leader for Fine Art Printmaking at the 
University of Brighton. www.duncanbullen.com

Jamie Crofts was born in Nottingham in 1961 and studied 
Creative Arts at Newcastle Polytechnic. He has been writing 
music since 1977, and has given concerts involving the work 
of Erik Satie since 1979. Jamie has written “furniture music” 
for numerous exhibitions, including a commission from the 
V&A Museum for their Cutting Edge exhibition (50 Years 
of British Fashion) 1947 ‘97. He founded the music imprint 
SOUNDkiosk Piano Edition working with Robert Orledge 
to publish previously unpublished editions of works by Erik 
Satie, Claude Debussy, and Franz Liszt, as well as works by 
the contemporary English composer Michael Parsons. 
www.soundkiosk.com

Christophe Daviet-Thery has the pleasure to present a new 
edition books on books by Jérôme Saint-Loubert Bié, 2011

This book project ensued from discussions between 
Christoph Schifferli, Christophe Daviet-Thery, and Jérôme 
Saint-Loubert Bié. English, September 2011. Sofcover 11,5 x 
16 cm. 260 pages. Edition of 750 copies. Price: 22 euros

Limited edition of 40 copies + 6 A.P + 3 H.C with a printed 
signatures inside flaps. Price: 125 euros

Limited edition of 25 copies + 6 A.P + 3 H.C with a printed 
signatures inside flaps and signed offset print.
Price: 180 euro

Christophe Daviet-Thery also has the pleasure to present 
a new artist’s book Patterns by Gerhard Richter
In his new artist’s book Gerhard Richter takes an image of 
his painting Abstract Painting (724-4), 1990, and divides 
this vertically into strips: first 2, then 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 
256, 512, 1024, 2048, up to 4096 strips. This process (twelve 
stages of division) results in 8190 strips, each of which is 
the height of the original image. With each stage of division 
the strips become progressively thinner (a strip of the 12th 
division is 0,08 mm). Endless more divisions are possible, 
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but they would become visible only by enlargement. 
Each strip is then mirrored and repeated which results in 
patterns. The number of repetitions increases with each 
stage of division in order to make patterns of consistent 
size. The publication results in documenting the listed 221 
patterns on 246 double page images. 

“Patterns” is published in a limited edition of 800 numbered 
copies, of which 50 h.c. copies are numbered with Roman 
numerals I-L. The copies nos. 1 - 200 are signed.  Format: 
40,’ x 27 cm - 520 pages Edition size: 800 numbered copies. 
398,00 Euros

Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes 
34 rue Louise Weiss 75013 Paris tel : + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95 
fax : + 33(0)1 43 54 74 93 www. daviet-thery.com

Two new artists’ books by Karen Hanmer

Fragments of Capri
The painting that hung over the bookmaker’s childhood 
sofa;  photographed, digitally printed actual size, 
deconstructed, and bound using the drum leaf structure.

The pocket-size format references travel guidebooks. 
Fragmented glimpses of the painting may also function as 
metaphor for memory, and the unanswered questions that 
elude memory.

What importance does a painting hold when it is the only 
work of art a family owns? What role does that painting play 
in one’s consciousness when it has become so familiar it is 

an unnoticed part of the household  landscape. What clues 
about the family’s history might the painting  hold? Where, 
when, why was it acquired?

Or maybe, to paraphrase Freud, sometimes a painting is just 
oil on canvas…

“What an exquisite little book.... delicate colours blending 
softly over the cover wedges of cloud smeared skies, 
placid blue water, the pastel angles of cliffs, a small boat 
dancing over gentle waves, smudges of leaves and branches 
curled against the grassy hillsides.... a world of peaceful 
scenes caught once by the artist’s brush and now again, 
transformed in this charming little book.  Memories 
overlapping on each page.  This is a work of art that 
refreshes and inspires.”  
Picasso Gaglione, mail art pioneer and Fluxus historian

Pigment inkjet prints, gold-stamped vellum spine.
5.5 x 4 x .5”, 16 pages, unnumbered series of 100, pages 
and cover wrappers vary. $75. karen@karenhanmer.com
www.karenhanmer.com

horizons… Capri

The same painting that hung over the bookmaker’s 
childhood sofa;  photographed, digitally printed actual size, 
deconstructed, and bound using the drum leaf structure.

When this view of the island of Capri overlooking the Gulf 
of Naples is divided into eight equal portions, each portion 
still reads as a horizon. A fragmented walk through the 
landscape may also function as metaphor for memory, and 
the unanswered questions that elude memory.
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“With her latest project, Karen Hanmer has created an 
archetype of all  the family oil paintings that hung above 
the couches of our childhood.  Not a drop of irony stains 
the languid shorelines and gauzy,  cloud-flecked skies 
that fill the pages of this inviting book.  Hanmer  instead 
chooses to treat her subject with a candid reverence that 
raises  intriguing questions about how we assign value to 
the objects that  circumscribe our lives and how memory 
impacts that process.”
Vera Scekic, Chicago painter and curator

Pigment inkjet prints, gold-stamped vellum spine, 5.5 x 8 x 
.5”, 16 pages, unnumbered series of 30, cover wrappers vary.
$125. karen@karenhanmer.com
www.karenhanmer.com

Edition hARdCoRe bRIcOlagE announces the release of
the bulimic knight by Francesco Cassi, a new handmade 
screenprinted book launched at the Druck Festival in Berlin. 

6 colours on Hahnemühle Paper 90gsm 25 x 21.5 cm, 
limited edition of 10 numbered & signed. Euro 50. To order 
contact@hardcorebricolage.com                                                                       
edition hARdCoRe bRIcOlagE
www.hardcorebricolage.com

Ericailcane - L’albero della conoscenza
Ericailcane one of the most significant street artists in Italy, 
has printed a new artist’s book, “L’albero della Conoscenza” 
(Stampa Alternativa, 2011). It’s the first issue of a new series 
of low cost artists’ books promoted by Duccio Dogheria. 
2000 hand numbered copies are for sale at only 1 Euro each, 
and the book is also available as a free download. 

The book is 10 x 6 cm but once opened it’s a double 
manifesto of 56 x 42 cm, with an introduction by 
Duccio Dogheria. For copies please contact 
info@stradebianche.stampalternativa.org
Download the free version at: http://stradebianche.
stampalternativa.org/books/PDF/ericailcane.pdf 

KART 28 just published!
KART - magazine of multiplicity. KART is an edition of 
original artworks in a handcrafted folio box. Curated by 
David Dellafiora at Karingal Community Living, KART is 
produced in limited editions of 40, each box containing 15 
artworks from 15 artists, an exhibition in a box!
 

KART artists include:  writers, graphic designers, print 
makers, cartoonists, photographers, badge and zine makers, 
mail artists and artists’ book makers.
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Works by: Australia: John Barton • Lola Camm • David 
Dellafiora • Robyn M Fry • Sarah Guilfoil • Roslyn Hearn • 
Marianne Midelburg • Jiri Tibor Novák • Meredith Riddell • 
Zoe Snyder France: JF Chapelle Germany: Angela Behrendt 
• Jürgen O. Olbrich Italy: Vittore Baroni Netherlands: 
Magda Lagerwerf Spain: Antonio Moreno Garrido Ukraine: 
Lubomyr Tymkiv USA: Keith A. Buchholz
 
To order single copies: KART (1 issue + p&p) $20 US each 
(current issue and back issues available) 
Subscription to KART (4 issues + p&p) $80 US
(please note that numbers are very limited so email to 
confirm your subscription: fluxusstudy@hotmail.com)
 
To order your single copies or subscription
Payment via Paypal to: fluxusstudy@hotmail.com

Editorial Krausse presents noteme, limited notebooks, 
made exclusively for Fairs, libraries, etc: 

Our first release 
of a notebook. 
Numbered and in 
a limited number 
of 20. Format A6. 
56 sewn pages of 
120gsm. are waiting 
to be filled with your 
words, your images, 
your text. Note me. 
It clamours for 
your lines!  In 1920 
the Australian J.L. 
Birchall was the 
first to invent the so 
called “notebook”, 
stitching papers 
together covered in 

cardboard. Now, 91 years later, the Krausse designer present 
their new “blank” collection: Note me. A limited edition of 
20 nice and mellow notebooks.

NoteMe - limited notebooks, exclusively at Nic&Lu 
UnikatAutomat: it’s a vending machine that tours: 
http://www.nicandlu.de/design/147-notizheft-noteme.html
12,80 Euros. Also available from the Editorial Krausse stand 
at the  London Art Book Fair at the Whitechapel Gallery,  
23rd-25th September 2011. www.editorialkrausse.com

Lemonmelon is pleased to announce the publication of
100 things not worth repeating: on repetition
Edited by Marianne Holm Hansen
The publication 100 things not worth repeating: on repetition 
presents one hundred selected responses to the online 
survey ‘100 things not worth repeating’. These survey 
submissions are contextualised by artworks, essays and 
textworks on the topic of repetition, including contributions 
by David Berridge, Marina Grzinic, Rupert Hartley, Juliet 
Haysom, Roni Horn, Barbara Johnstone, Joan Jonas, James 
Morris, Jonathan Ree, Fred Scharman, Mike Solomon, Sue 
Tompkins, Jill Townsley and Lucy Wilson. 

LemonMelon 2011 | £10 | Softback | 244pp | 16.5 x 21.5 cm | 
ISBN 978 1 908260 01 7 | Edition of 350.
For more information and to order a copy see the 
LemonMelon website. http://www.lemonmelon.org

NEW PUBLICATIONS FROm TONERWORKS

Keith Buchholz- Middle West
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
16 full color xerox collage works in Keith Buchholz’s
inimitable playful and humorous style. $8.00 postage paid

Reid Wood- Funny Money
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
16 full color pages of treated currencies by Reid Wood
$8.00 postage paid

Bernd Reichert- Fluxus
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
16 full color pages of collage works by Bernd Reichert
$8.00 postage paid

Luc Fierens- Crash
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
16 full color pages of re-poesia visiva by the mail-art enfant
terrible of Belgium. $8.00 postage paid

Andrew Topel- Music of the Spheres
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
20 pages of full color visual poems with an intergalactic 
theme by the always astonishing visual poet from Florida
$8.00 postage paid

Tim Gaze- Intersigns
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
20 pages of black & white asemic prints by the leading
theorist/practicioner of asemic writing. $8.00 postage paid

Juergen O. Olbrich- If You Pratice Good Mental and 
Physical Hygiene Everyone Will Love You
5.5 x 8.5” booklet, stitched w/staples, edition of 75 copies
20 full color pages of visuals from vintage childrens’ exercise 
books culled by Olbrich and arranged by the publisher, in 
German. $8.00 postage paid

All titles available from: Reed Altemus, Tonerworks
P.O.Box 52, Portland, ME 04112 USA
To reserve copies write to: reedaltemus@gmail,com
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Paul Noble’s tent
A newly commissioned artist’s book TENT by acclaimed 
artist Paul Noble, published on the occasion of Noble’s 
solo exhibition TENT at Cooper Gallery, DJCAD in 2011. 
TENT extends the vista of Paul Noble’s epic project Nobson 
Newtown, a fictional place that comprises an extraordinary 
range of works combining meticulous craft with an ethical 
and political vision. 

TENT is a 24-page hand screenprinted book with 
photographic, drawing and textual content. It includes 
several multi-screen tonal prints and a double page 
4-colour print. The book has been hand folded and bound. 
Dimensions: 25 x 17 cm landscape format. All materials and 
inks are archival quality. Each book in this limited edition 
has been individually signed and numbered by the Artist on 
the last page. £39.  Available from Duncan of Jordanstone 
College of Art and Design, University of Dundee: 
http://bit.ly/q1u7hh

Faux-pas
Louise Levergneux is proud to present ‘Faux-pas’ a 
photographic documentation prompted by the artist’s 
curiosity while living in the USA.This study investigates the 
use of the American flag as an act of patriotism. Levergneux 
a Canadian living an extended ‘séjour’ in Ohio and in Utah, 
found that the pattern and colours of the American flag 
became visually intoxicating. 

Levergneux carried out research on the United States Code 
relating to the use of the flag. She came to realize that 
Americans have put considerable thought into the flag’s 
reverent treatment. The laws relating to the flag outline 
rules, customs and etiquette pertaining to the respectful 
use of the Stars and Stripes. The obvious expressions of 
patriotism featured in this book struck the artist as clear 
violations of the United States Code pertaining to the flag. 
Levergneux’s observations of the symbol that touches the 
core identity of Americans are portrayed in this artists’ 
book.

This is a self published book in the flag book style bound 
in an edition of 18 copies.  The edition is numbered and 
signed.  11.75 in x 4 in, opened 20 in.  The cover is printed 

on Inkpress Duo Matt paper, 180gsm, flags are printed on 
Entrada rag paper, 300 gsm. Digitally printed on an Epson 
Stylus Photo 2200. ISBN : 978-1-926638-21-8 
Price: $368 + handling and shipping. 
‘Faux-pas’ can be viewed at: www.louiselevergneux.com
http://www.louiselevergneux.com/LouiseLevergneuxSite/
Faux-pas.html 

For enquires or orders please contact the artist via email at: 
louiselevergneux@gmail.com

the bears by Benjamin Critton
Printed Matter is pleased to announce that they have 
available for sale The Bears, a new Risographed artists’ book 
by Benjamin Critton, the man behind store-favourite Evil 
People in Modernist Homes in Popular Films. Vol. 1 : MMX. 
The Bears was Risograph-printed in Brooklyn, New York, 
by Jesse Hlebo. It is published in an edition of 40 and 
retails for $30. 

The Bears is a book about Bears, created by Critton in 
response to a series of encounters that occurred in Chelsea, 
New York, between July, 2008, and December, 2010. The 
publication seeks to present a notion of bearishness by 
tracing back the subculture to its Western American roots 
in lumberjacking, motorcycling and frontiersmanship. 
Using as its jump-off points the California state flag, the 
constellation of Ursa Major, and the phenomenon of the 
so-called Bear Code, The Bears goes on to delineate Critton’s 
relationship to the animal itself, to representations of (and 
cultural references to) that animal, and to the individuals 
that have co-opted the designation ‘Bear’.  

The book comprises, in part, of a set of ten 11 x 17” foldout 
posters, each exploring a different facet of bearishness: 
‘Bears’ themselves (I.), the Chicago Bears (II.), Smokey the 
Bear (III.), bear markets (IV.), The Gummi Bears (V.), bear 
hugs (VI.), the Elvis Presley song “(Let Me Be Your) Teddy 
Bear” (VII.), Paddington Bear (VIII.), Bear Scouts (IX.), 
and The Care Bears (X.). The poster set is accompanied by 
a sixteen-page saddle-stitched booklet entitled The Dead 
Bears surveying the most significant bears (now deceased) 
across popular culture. Both portions of the publication are 
printed in a vibrant two-color pink and blue ink, and are 
joined together by a ultrahot pink belly-band. Each book 
has been hand-folded and assembled by the artist.  

The Bears, by Benjamin Critton can be purchased at 
the Printed Matter storefront at 195 Tenth Avenue,  New 
York, NY, 10011, or online at http://bit.ly/mTTm8T
www.printedmatter.org

the meDia aRe the mess aGe [apologies to marshall 
mcluhan] by Sumi Perera
This series of smoke signals convey the effect that media 
hold over our lives:
-“Television:  A medium - so called because it is neither rare 
nor well done”.
-“I find television to be very educating.  Every time 
somebody turns on the set, I go in the other room and read 
a book”. 
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-“If you don’t read the newspaper, you are uninformed. If 
you do read the newspaper, you are misinformed”.
-“The Internet is the world’s largest library.  It’s just that all 
the books are on the floor”. 
-“Give a person a fish and you feed them for a day; teach 
that person to use the Internet and they won’t bother you 
for weeks”.
-“Hooked on Internet? Help is just a click away”.
-“Warning: the Internet may contain traces of nuts”.

[the world wide web was harmed in the making 
of this artwork]

Embossing, printed with smoke signals, inkjet printed 
stickers, two perfect bound books (hardcover & paperback)
Dimensions: Boooks - 210 x 148 mm each; 16 Papers 280 x 
380 mm each [grid: 1120 x 1520]. Open numbered edition
Price: Books: Hardback cover - 50 GBP; Paperback cover - 
40 GBP. Order from: sumi_perera@hotmail.com
http://www.saatchionline.com/sumiperera

It’s here! 
artist’s book Yearbook 2012-2013
Published September 2011 by Impact Press
Over 600 artist’s book listings from 207 national and 
international artists. Reference listings of: collections, 
libraries, archives, bookshops, galleries, centres, design print 
& bind, publishers, dealers, presses, studios, competitions, 
fairs, festivals and exhibitions, journals, reference books, 
organisations, societies, websites, academic projects, touring 
programmes and courses.

Essays include: John Bently on books and community; 
Earle D. Swope’s extraordinary account of how he came to 
be a book artist; an update on the work of the collaborative 
artists’ group AMBruno; a study by Eileen O’Keefe of Sarah 

Jacobs’ thoroughly absorbing - Drawn from the Inventory: 
the Notebooks of Elisabeth Faulhaber; Jackie Batey celebrates 
the 10th issue of Future Fantasteek!; Lawrence Upton 
has written on his extensive art collaboration with Guy 
Begbie; Davy & Kristin McGuire explain their beautiful 
performance piece The Icebook; Nicola Dale looks at 
the artistic potential of book destruction, and Radoslaw 
Nowakowski asks: Is a hypertext (artist’s) book possible? 
Linda Newington explores the book works of SALT + 
SHAW; Paulo Silveira reflects on the start of his recent 
academic project: The University and the Artist’s Book, 
and Reinhard Grüner shows us some of the very special 
presentation copies of artists’ books in his collection.

Artists’ pages by: Amir Brito Cadôr, Eric Doeringer, Lara 
Durback, the Idaho Book Artist’s Guild, Susan Johanknecht, 
Paul Laidler, SALT + SHAW, Clare Thornton and Maria 
White. Cover design by Tom Sowden.
ISBN 978-1-906501-06-8. 254pp, 21 x 29.7 cm, paperback.

You can order online for 
£15 per copy (P&P inclusive in the price) UK

£16 per copy (P&P inclusive in the price) Worldwide
at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/abyb11.htm

Available October
the blue notebook: Journal for artists’ books
Vol 6 No 1 October 2011
A themed issue on Books and Travel. 
Essays: Katie Herzog’s cycling librarians hold their 
‘unconference’ on wheels; Steven Daiber’s series of 
collaborative adventures with artists in Cuba on the 
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making of Privacidad: Privacy. Simon Goode’s book arts 
pilgrimage to the USA (May to July 2011), as he went on 
a self-funded fact-finding mission, and his resulting call 
to action. Pauline Lamont-Fisher walked the route of a 
found map through the streets of London, to create a new 
bookwork. Hanne Matthiesen shares her experiences in 
Lithuania and South Korea with book related excursions in 
The Wonders of Travelling With Book Art. Maja Wismer & 
Hinrich on the multi-part exhibition Travelogue as Allegory. 
Artists’ books, publications and printed matter in the 
various forms of travelogue, photo book, explorer’s account, 
sci-fi novel, all became the core of the constellation of the 
exhibited material relating to the narrative of travelling. 
Joan Stoltman reviews the jenny-press’ At the Turn of 
the Centuries: The Influence of Early 20th Century Book 
Arts on Contemporary Artists’ Books (2010; New Haven, 
Connecticut).

Artists’ pages by: Hazel Grainger, Jon McNaught, Heidi 
Neilson and Michalis Pichler.

Cover, badge and sticker designs by Hazel Grainger.

The journal is published in two formats: an electronic 
colour version to be accessed at any time online, and a 
paper, black and white version. Subscription covers both 
formats for Vol 6 No 1 October 2011 and Vol 6 No 2 April 
2012, for £10 GBP including UK or international postage.
Order online at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm

RePoRts & ReVieWs

Loose and simple bindings 2 monte mesma, Italy June 
2011. – What? no chocolate this year?
A report by Diana Illingworth-Cook

I have to confess – I’m addicted. If you ready my article last 
year (in BAN No. 60) reviewing the Bookie Pookie with 
Chocolate workshop you may recall I claimed it as being 
one of the best holidays I had ever had. 

Though, in all honesty, when Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo 
and Cor Aerssens announced  this year’s summer workshop 
in Monte Mesma, Italy, back in November 2010 I was rather 
disappointed with the proposed content. Loose and Simple 
bindings? Doesn’t sound very exciting. Surely that’s just 
something like pamphlet bindings? A week? Just on that? I 
had rather hoped it would be another masterpiece like the 
Bookie Pookie I did in 2010, or the Standing Book, or the 
Floating Book that I’d missed in previous years. Balance that 
with my certain knowledge that whatever Cristina and Cor 
do, it will be loads of fun, very professional and provide the 
chance to bond again with some of the people I met last 
year there was no way I could resist the temptation. 
I couldn’t help myself, I just had to have another fix.  
Then it seemed I had aeons to wait but somehow 2011 has 
flashed by and June was upon us and it was time to head off 
once more to Italy.

As before, I spent a few days relaxing in a hotel first. 
This time in the town of Orta in the delightful hotel 
Aracoeli on the main square. They claimed to provide the 
best breakfasts ever and they certainly fulfilled that promise. 
Yummily delicious and absolutely everything you could 
wish for. The weather was unseasonally wet for Italy in 
June and on one occasion I found myself paddling back 
to the hotel. Good job I was wearing plastic flipflops! Still, 
good food, wonderful scenery and the company of a fellow 
student ensured a relaxing few days. The workshop location 
was to be different this year as the usual villa had been sold. 
But, we were told in advance, at least it would mean we had 
our own rooms rather than a shared dormitory, though we 
were warned they would be small and basic. Turned out 
they were bigger than my guest room at home! Certainly 
they were clean and comfortable. The convent at Monte 

The cloister at Monte Mesma
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Mesma turned out to be a delightful setting and perfect 
for a workshop. A light and airy barn sized room provided 
both working and eating space with access to a small garden 
(thanks to An and Joke for providing their comfortable 
camping chairs to relax on!) And it was deliciously cool 
inside which made living and working a treat.

On the Monday morning we students couldn’t believe the 
number of models on display that we would be making 
during the week. Then we found out that there wasn’t room 
to display everything so the rest would be shown to us 
later. Help! So many?  We had 17 to do on day 1 and ended 
up rather behind schedule. Would we get them all done? 
Should some be set aside?  Well after a few days we caught 
up and I am happy to report that we did make all 32 models 
and a container to hold them all.

Well, my perceptions about ‘Loose and Simple’ bindings 
being too easy was soon altered. I was enthralled from 
model 1 onwards. The workshop was cleverly structured 
so we could work our way through folded envelopes and 
pockets, wrappers and folders. Then came a series of 
‘Untouchables’ (ways of protecting  items that cannot be 
sewn or glued) followed by a series of decorative sewn 
spines. Finally there came a series of more complicated 
models – the Double Wallet, Fingers Spine (a versatile gem), 
Spider Book (great book – awful name, though I have to 
admit it does look like a spider – Yurgh!!!!! Maybe I’ll call 
mine an M book – or would it be a W book?), Tumbling 
Cards (such fun and this one led me to me discovering 
Washi tape (Thanks Bep); brilliant for covering up a score 
I made in the wrong place!), Flag Book (I’ve wanted to 
make this one for a long time, now I have I want to make 
many, many more), Flash Book (inspiring), Integration 
(ingenious) and the Double Wine Flag Book (brilliant – 
book or musical instrument?). We also made a container 
using one of my favourite papers Zaansch Bord. We were 
treated to a huge variety of papers and materials that we 
folded, scored cut and slotted together in so many intricate 
ways. How pleased we all were with the finished results. 
Once again the week flew by and all too soon it’s time to 
return home. I left Italy full of plans to try some of the 
models in different materials, try some of the papers we 
used (and bought!!) for different projects and ideas for 
developing some of the models further. It was such good fun 
and I love it that we all work, live and eat together. Sharing 

the cooking and washing up gives us the opportunity to 
get to know each other really well and make long lasting 
friendships. I already have plans to meet up with several 
people in the coming months. It’s a great opportunity to 
learn about other cultures given that there were 16 of us 
(including an accompanying partner) from 9 countries as 
far afield as Japan, USA and Tasmania.

So much planning, preparation and effort goes into these 
workshops and Cor & Cristina look after us so well they 
must surely be exhausted by the end of the week. We all 
appreciated their hard work and we hardened C&C groupies 
are saddened that LSB2 was the end of the current series 
and there won’t be a Monte Mesma workshop next year. 
However we all wish Cor a happy Sabbatical and look 
forward to the start of the new series in due course – don’t 
make us wait too long please!!!!

Find out more about Cor and Cristina’s work and their 
workshops at www.professionelibro.it and 
http://www.cor-aerssens.nl  I can thoroughly recommend 
them!   Diana Illingworth-Cook (August 2011)

“Even though without Cor, Cristina will repeat this class 
next year in Sweden: a 7-day workshop, from Saturday 
July 28th to Friday August 3rd 2012, under the flag of 
Bokbindarkompetens.  For more information have a look 
in the section WORKSHOPS at 
http://www.bokbindarkompetens.se

The classroom ready and waiting

Working hard

The outcomes - 30 models and a case in a week!
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new students to the potential of artists bookmaking and acts 
as a platform for their professional practice.

The exhibitions will be accompanied by an ongoing Internet 
discourse between participants from which it is hoped 
further collaborations and future projects will evolve. 
Catalogues will be available to purchase from 2012.

Coleg Sir Gar, Jobs Well Campus
Jobs Well Road, Carmarthen, SA31 3HY 
www.colegsirgar.ac.uk

Westward Ho! 
UK artist Simon Goode goes west to see what has made 
the US book arts community flourish

Like many, I’d always had an American Dream. I’d always 
wanted to visit. I’d read the books, I’d looked from afar, 
longing to make the journey. The time had come for me 
to cross the Atlantic and finally see for myself. I packed my 
bags and started a three month adventure to understand 
why the “book arts” culture was thriving in America, 
that would take me from New York City to Los Angeles, 
via Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Portland, and San 
Francisco.

Landing in New York in early May, after a day of obligatory 
exploring, I met with book artist Dennis Yuen of Studio 
CaiLun. We had agreed to meet and do a short book arts-
themed walking tour of the city. Our first stop was along the 
High Line, an elevated park built on an old railway line, to 
see the infamous independent bookshop Printed Matter.

Printed Matter (above) is the world’s largest non-profit 
dedicated to promoting artist-produced publications and 
multiples, with a shop-front space of 1,500 sq. ft. in a 
prominent location in the Chelsea art district. There are 
hundreds of titles, many international, and all of which 
fit within the definition of the ‘democratic multiple’. It’s a 
testament to the community of artists, staff and customers 
that the store is still thriving since opening its doors in 1976.

A short walk took us to our next stop, the New York Center 
for Book Arts - the oldest of the open-access book arts 
centres in the country. It was opened in 1974 by bookbinder 
Richard Minsky as the first non-for-profit organisation of 

‘inVisible Cities’ anD hiDDen lanDsCaPes
Cath Fairgreave
opening at Coleg sir Gar, Carmarthen on september 27th
A travelling exhibition of books and book-related 
artworks made by students, lecturers and alumni from 
four Universities, Coleg Sir Gar/Trintity St. Davids, the 
University of the West of England, Kansas State University, 
and Portland College of Art and Craft in Oregon.

This project was instigated to promote dialogue between 
teaching institutions in Britain and America to investigate 
the medium of artists’ books. Participants were invited to 
submit a book of their choice or make one in response to 
Italo Calvino’s poetic novel ‘Invisible Cities’. The outcome is 
eclectic reflecting a personal landscape for each artist

The show opens at Coleg Sir Gar in Carmarthen on 
September 27th after which a selection will be on display in 
the Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases, Special Collections Room 
at Bower Ashton Library, UWE, Bristol from October 28th, 
before traveling to Portland College of Art and Craft in 
February 2012 and concluding at Kansas State University. 

More than 60 artists have contributed diverse and 
experimental books. As co-ordinator for the project I would 
like to thank everyone involved for their generous and 
enthusiastic participation: the project has introduced many 



its type. The Center offers an impressive studio containing 
letterpress print area, large bindery, public gallery and 
offices, and regular classes in bookbinding, book arts and 
letterpress printing.

Next stop Baltimore, where I paid a visit to Kyle Van Horn 
and Kim Bentley. In October 2010 the couple opened 
Baltimore Print Studios, a studio specialising in screen and 
letterpress printing, which, like many other centres of its 
kind in the country, offers workshops and classes in these 
traditional forms of printmaking.

The Center for Book and Paper Arts in Chicago was the 
next stop on my list: a book arts centre which is part of a  
private arts and media college. I chatted with the Director, 
Steve Woodall, amidst the hustle and bustle of the first 
week of graduate shows, with students and visitors milling 
around the Center’s galleries. The Center opened in 1993 
with the mission of “advancing research and innovation 
in the interdisciplinary practices of the artist’s book and 
hand papermaking, providing support for our graduate 
programs, and engaging the public through lectures, 
workshops, exhibitions and events.”
 
Paper making plays a large part in the Center’s teaching 
activity, owing to the Center’s first director’s training as a 
paper maker. The equipment and facilities are outstanding: 
a large, open area with drainage, numerous paper beaters, 
moulds and deckles for paper making. The studio also has 
wealth of both wood and lead letterpress type available to 
students and studio members, and full use of the Center’s 
numerous proofing presses and fantastic binding facilities. 
Graduates often return to the Center as artists in residence, 
which provides them with a level of support that can be 
lacking in the period after leaving college. Residencies 
are also available to international artists and advanced 
practitioners, some of which are funded by private and state 
grants made available to the institution.
  
From Chicago I caught the Amtrak Empire Builder. After 
a long but peaceful train journey along the Mississippi, I 
arrived in Minneapolis St. Paul where I would be spending a 
number of weeks as Visiting Artist at the Minnesota Center 
for Book Arts (MCBA).
 
MCBA is widely-considered to be the model for an 
educational book arts centre. It is the largest and most 
comprehensive in the States. The Center was opened by a 
group of book artists and enthusiasts in 1985, and steadily 
grew until 2000 when the Center relocated to  purpose-built 
premises at the Open Book building, where it currently 
stands. The main values that underpin the Center are to “...
share a passion for the artist’s book and its power to inform 
and inspire audiences, past, present and future. [the Center] 
honours and supports the book artist.”
  
MCBA offers a wide-range of teaching, mentoring and 
open-access facilities for members. There is an artists’ 
co-op, currently with 12 members, who have access to the 
Center’s print, binding and papermaking facilities and meet 
regularly to hold critiques and advice sessions. A residency 
programme occurs three times a year allowing book artists 
to spend an intensive three months at the Center. There 

are also fellowships and a Collectors Forum, which exists 
to further promote the acquisition and dissemination of 
artists’ books produced at the Center, and to encourage 
philanthropy in book arts.
 

Next stop on my travels was to Portland, Oregon to visit Em 
Space Book Arts Center (above) . Em Space was born when 
a group of Portland artists and printers, led by bookbinder 
Rory Sparks,  decided to pool resources, share their presses 
and equipment and form a co-operative. They rent a 1,500 
sq. ft. industrial unit in the south east of the city. Studio 
costs are covered by membership, classes and the rental of 
artists’ studios housed in the upper mezzanine level of the 
space.
  
The trip has provided me with a great deal of inspiration. 
Why is it that we do not have similar provision on such a 
scale as that of the New York Center for Book Arts, MCBA 
and Em Space in the UK? How can students graduating 
from arts courses sustain and develop their practice after 
leaving the fold of the college print room and bindery?
 
Yes, we have printmaking studios that offer workshops and 
classes in binding and book arts, and there are letterpress 
printers who offer tuition, but nothing to the same scale. 
The provision of education and access to facilities needs 
to be sustainable and encourage development in artists’ 
practice, not merely a weekend-long course with no room 
for progression.

 
I want to change this. It seems so blindingly obvious now. 
We need our very own centre for book arts here in the UK. 
If you build it, they will come. Right?
 
A community of artists, craftspeople, designers, all under 
the same roof. It’s this cross-pollination of ideas, of 
backgrounds, this melting pot, that makes a robust centre 
like the ones featured really flourish.
 
Now, who’s with me? Register your interest at 
http://bit.ly/bookarts

An extended version of Simon Goode’s report can be read in 
the latest issue of The Blue Notebook, Vol 6 No 1, Oct 2011.
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Imi maufe was lk243 Undersail artist in residence. See www.imimaufe.com for more info. 
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Forty Three SEA POSTCARDS were cast overboard the Swan during the Tall Ships Race 2011.
The voyage started in Waterford, Ireland and sailed to Greenock, Scotland; Lerwick, Shetland; 
and Stavanger, Norway; before arriving in Halmstad, Sweden. 

If you happen upon a sea postcard whilst wandering on a beach, please return it to the address 
on the reverse side.
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stoP PRess!

From BAS: Please join us for mASİST GÜL
… Perhaps the world’s most long-lasting fireworks…* 
Until 8th 2011 
Masist Gül (1947 – 2003) with his strong physique was an 
actor who played obscure roles in more then 300 hundred 
movies. In his private life, unknown to the outside world, 
he was an extraordinary artist. 

He produced a large amount of collages, drawings and 
poetry. During the 80’s he conceived and made by hand, 
using a periodical comic-book format, a series of 6 books 
with the title Kaldırım Destanı - Kaldırımlar Kurdunun 
Hayatı / Pavement Myth - The Life of the Pavement’s 
Wolf.  Bent** 001, published in 2006, are the first existing 
reproductions of these originals.

BAS, Necati Bey Caddesi no 32/2, Karaköy, Istanbul    
www.b-a- s.info    info@b-a-s.info 

David Rees is pleased to announce the launch of 
www.KaleCity.com, the Internet’s best web site about kale. 
Rees, a former political cartoonist (“Get Your War On”) 
and the man behind ArtisanalPencilSharpening.com, 
captured America’s imagination with the birth of Kale 
City while recapping America’s Next Great Restaurant for 
GrubStreet.com:

“I’ve got an idea for a restaurant: KALE CITY. Basically, what 
we do is, we serve kale. Lots of kale. You like steamed kale? We 
got that. You like fried kale? Kale City’s got you covered. Feel 
like some kale chips? Head on down to Kale City. How about 
kale-steamed kale in creamed-kale sauce with a side of kale? 
Kale City’s all over that. Our motto is, “Life’s too short not to 
eat kale every five minutes.” We’ll have mad crazy amounts of 
T-shirts with that motto and we’ll be handing them out at all 
the hottest baseball games and kale-related activities in your 
community …”

What began as a joke about restaurant franchises is now 
hurtling towards actuality in eleven directions at once.

To celebrate his new web site, Rees is offering a beautiful 
limited-edition letterpress print produced by Mike Houston 
of Brooklyn’s Cannonball Press www.CannonballPress.com

The official KALE CITY print is available in a signed, 
numbered edition of fifty. It can only be purchased at 
KaleCity.com. Signed and numbered by David Rees and 
printmaker Mike Houston. Size: 12.5” x 18.5”. US/Canada 
$55. Europe $65. Order with Paypal etc. at: 
http://www.kalecity.com

Das geheime leben der ornamente (the secret life of 
ornaments) an exhibition of works by Odine Lang
Opening Friday 23rd September 2011, 7pm
Exhibition continues until 30th October 2011
Couven-Museum, Hühnermarkt 17, 52062 Aachen, 
Germany Admission free. http://www.couven-museum.de/
ausstellungen/odine_lang/index.html
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The Art Books of Henri matisse 
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, UK 
21 October 2011 - 15 April 2012
We are proud to present an exhibition of art books by one 
of the greatest artists of the 20th century, Henri Matisse 
(1869-1954), on public display for the first time in the UK.
The exhibition comprises 63 framed original illustrations 
with text from four of Matisse’s most significant books, 
including his famous ‘Jazz’ (1947), one of the most 
celebrated artists’ books in the history of modern art.

These works are part of Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s 
extensive art collection, and have been loaned to the 
Gallery through the company’s Art in our Communities ® 
programme as part of a commitment to share its artworks 
with the wider public.

Also on display will be a number of artists’ books from 
the Walker Art Gallery’s permanent collection by artists 
such as Ed Ruscha, Derek Boshier, Gilbert & George, 
Tom Phillips and Jeff Nuttall.

Walker Art Gallery, William Brown Street, Liverpool L3 8EL
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/events/walker/

Announcing six new zines from Gracia & Louise:
1, 2, 3 NEW ZINES BY LOUISE Humble birds, Birds that like 
to display, Webbed  
1, 2, 3 NEW ZINES BY GRACIA Fallen by the wayside and 
other songs I don’t believe I know, Just as the ship went down 
and other songs I don’t believe I know, Gold Sparkly  

And please don’t forget to pick up a copy of (Australia’s) 
The Big Issue’s annual fiction edition: Twelve Tales, Fiction 
Edition Special, No 388, 30 August– 12 September, 2011.
We took great delight in creating two collaborative collages 
especially for the issue. It is, as ever, a sterling fiction edition.
http://www.gracialouise.com

Customs House invites you to the opening of

© RICHARD TIPPING HEAR THE ART, AUSTRALIA HOUSE, LONDON, 1997

OFF THE PAGE
Poetic Text as Public Art. An Exhibition by Richard Tipping
Launching his new book Off the Page (& back again), published by Writers Forum, London

Exhibition dates: 9 September - 9 October 2011
Opening: Friday 9 September, 6.30 – 8.30pm
Level 1 Exhibition Lounge & Library
Customs House, 31 Alfred Street Sydney

RSVP by Tuesday 6th September
P 02 9242 8597
E customshouse@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au
W www.sydneycustomshouse.com.au

our library network

UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library 
Opening hours summer time: Mon - Fri  9am - 5pm
Please call to check opening hours before travelling 
as times vary during vacation periods.
Library main desk telephone: 0117 328 4750

If you have any book arts news, please email items for the 
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)

NExT DEADLINE:  14TH OCTOBER 2011 
FOR THE NOVEmBER NEWSLETTER
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  /  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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Artists’ books in Australia and New Zealand : a bibliographical extract, 2010 
compiled by Jürgen Wegner, Librarian, Brandywine Archive, Sydney 

 
Jürgen Wegner was, until it ceased publication in 2006, the Australian editor of the ABHB, Annual 
bibliography of the history of the printed book and libraries and its electronic version, Book history 
online, until this too was discontinued. The following bibliography is an extract from the expanded 
new series, the Annual bibliography of books and printing in Australia and New Zealand, which is 
produced by the Blackdawn Press for friends and supporters of the Brandywine Archive, Sydney 
(email: branntweinarchiv@hotmail.com). 
 
The 76 entries below are for material published in 2010 plus some earlier material from 2005—the 
starting date for this bibliography. Links are provided for items which are only available online. The 
note “also available online” with no link is given where both a print and an online version is avail-
able. The numbers in the entries refer to the original reference numbers in the 2010 bibliography. 
 
 
Ampersand Duck [electronic resource]. [Canberra] 
: Ampersand Duck, 2010. 1 website : ill. N: Web-
site of Caren Florance’s private press, the Amper-
sand Duck; also includes material on her artists’ 
books; http://ampersandduck.com/art/; #10/68.                               
 
Art bound [electronic resource] : a selection of 
artists’ books : exhibition and symposium at the 
Baillieu Library, 23 May-26 July, 2006. [Carlton, 
Vic.] : University of Melbourne, 2010, c2008. 1 
website : ill. N: 
http://www.library.unimelb.edu.au/art/exhibitions/p
ast/artbound; #10/69. 
                                                                                                       
Barrett, Julie. Barrett Galleries, Alstonville, NSW. 
IN: Australian book arts journal, 1 (2010), p. 12-15 
: ill. (Profile). N: Gallery for contemporary artists’ 
books, prints and works on paper; #10/70. 
 
Bell, Shane. Binding artistic partnership : creating 
a binding for Eugene Carchesio’s ‘Thief of light’. 
IN: State Library of Queensland magazine, 10 
(2010/2011), p. 20 : ill. N: Artists’ book; also avail-
able online; #10/71. 
 
Burmeister, Ursula. ‘A flying book from the 
desert’ and other works. IN: Australian book arts 
journal, 3 (2010), p. 22-23 : ill. (Profile). N: On her 
artists’ book scroll; #10/72. 
 
Campbell, Christine. A Perspex partnership [elec-
tronic resource] : plexiglass down under. IN: Bone-
folder, 6 (2010) 2, p. 3-12 : ill. N: Wim de Vos and 
Adele Outteridge of Studio West End, Brisbane; 

http://www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/Bonefolder
Vol6No2.pdf; #10/73. 
 
Carroli, Londa. Books04 [electronic resource] : 
works of imagination : Noosa Regional Art Gal-
lery, Australia, 28 August [to] 17 October, 2004. 
IN: Bonefolder, 1 (2005) 2, p. 35-36 : ill. N: 
http://digilib.syr.edu/cgibin/showfile.exe?CISORO
OT=/bonefolder&CISOPTR=65&filename=66.pdf;                                                 
#10/74. 
 
Cavalieri, Angela. Racconto : the narrative and 
text of Angela Cavalieri. Burwood, Vic. : ICON 
Museum of Art, Deakin University, [2007]. [16] p. 
: ill. N: P. [12-13] illustrate her artists’ books; 
unpag.; #10/75. 
 
Corvino-Beehre, Antonietta. Deanna Hitti (Vic.) : 
banners and artists’ books. IN: Australian book 
arts journal, 2 (2010), p. 15-17 : ill. N: #10/76. 
 
Cowley, Des. Working through/turning pages : the 
artists’ books of Robert Jacks. IN: Imprint (Mel-
bourne, Vic.), 45 (2010) 1, p. 16-17 : ill. N: Mel-
bourne book artist; #10/77. 
 
Craven, Owen. Theo Strasser. IN: Artist profile, 
13 (2010), p. [82]-86 : ill. N: Melbourne producer 
of artists’ books; #10/78. 
 
D’Ambrosio, Joe. ‘Skin, surface and shadows’ 
[electronic resource] : an artists’ book by artist 
Tommaso Durante with text by Chris Wallace-
Crabbe. IN: Bonefolder, 5 (2009) 2, p. 56-57 : ill. 
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N: Review article; http://digilib.syr.edu/cgi-
bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/bonefolder&CISO
PTR=63&filename=64.pdf; #10/79. 
 
Di Sciascio, Peter. Artists’ books : a world of 
openings. IN: University of Melbourne collections, 
6 (2010), p. 14-19 : ill. N: Survey reveals the 
University’s collection of 225 artists’ books; also 
available online; #10/80. 
 
Douglas, Linda. Amanda O’Sullivan (Qld.). IN: 
Australian book arts journal, 2 (2010), p. [38]-41 : 
ill. N: Artists’ books from her Bird and tree series 
which was exhibited at Brisbane Square Library; 
#10/81. 
 
Douglas, Linda. Angela Cavalieri. IN: Australian 
book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. 16-17 : ill. N: Mel-
bourne artist printmaker who also produces artists’ 
books illustrations; #10/82. 
 
Douglas, Linda. Glen Skien. IN: Australian book 
arts journal, 1 (2010), p. 2-3 : ill. (Talking heads). 
N: Brisbane based printmaker and book artist 
working as the Silent Parrot Press; #10/83. 
 
Douglas, Linda. Janis Nedela. IN: Australian book 
arts journal, 1 (2010), p. 34-41 : ill. (Profile). N: 
Multi-faceted artist’s work includes artists’ books; 
#10/84. 
 
Douglas, Linda. Kate Raffin (NSW) : book binder/ 
graphic artist. IN: Australian book arts journal, 2 
(2010), p. 18-21 : ill. (Profile). N: #10/85. 
 
Douglas, Linda. Noosa Books.05 [electronic re-
source] : works of imagination. IN: Bonefolder, 3 
(2006) 1, p. 25-29 : ill. N: Held at the Noosa 
Regional Art Gallery; http://digilib.syr.edu/cgi-
bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/bonefolder&CISO
PTR=68&filename=69.pdf; #10/86. 
 
Doyle, Cassie. ‘Palmetum’. IN: Roslyn Follett 
(ed.). Found in Fryer (St. Lucia, Qld. : University 
of Queensland Library, 2010), p. 208-209 : ill. N: 
Artists’ book produced by Lyre Bird Press, Towns-
ville, 2002; #10/87. 
 
Durrante, Tomaso. Terra Australis [electronic 
resource] : the artists’ book as philosophical 
approach to the world. IN: Bonefolder, 2 (2005) 1, 
p. 34-35 : ill. N: On his artists’ book Terra 

Australis; http://digilib.syr.edu/cgi-bin/showfile. 
exe?CISOROOT=/bonefolder&CISOPTR=66&file
name=67.pdf; #10/88. 
 
Florance, Caren. Caren Florance, Ampersand 
Duck, Canberra, Australia [electronic resource]. 
Camden, N.Y. : Letterpress Printers of the World, 
2005. 1 electronic document. N: 
 http://letterpressprinters.org/bios_026.htm; #10/89. 
 
Florance, Caren. ‘Experiencing Henri Michaux’ 
(1) [electronic resource]. [Canberra] : Ampersand 
Duck, 2010. 1 electronic document : ill. N: 
Description of her artists’ book I am writing to you 
from a far-off country : experiencing Henri 
Michaux, 2000; 
http://ampersandduck.com/art/2010/03/16/experien
cing-henri-michaux-1/; nos. 2-3 are at the same 
URL but ... -2/ to ... -4/; #10/90. 
 
Florance, Caren. ‘The pillowbooks’, 2009 [elec-
tronic resource]. [Canberra] : Ampersand Duck, 
2010. 1 electronic document : ill. N: Description of 
her artists’ book The pillowbooks; http://ampersand 
duck.com/art/2010/03/18/the-pillowbooks-2009/; 
#10/91. 
 
Florance, Caren. ‘Playing with Anna’s ghosts’, 
2005 [electronic resource]. [Canberra] : Amper-
sand Duck, 2010. 1 electronic document : ill. N: 
Description of her artists’ book Playing with 
Anna’s ghosts’; http://ampersandduck.com/art/ 
2010/03/18/playing-with-annas-ghosts-2005/; 
#10/92. 
 
Florance, Caren. ‘Shared rooms’, 2002 [electronic 
resource]. [Canberra] : Ampersand Duck, 2010. 1 
electronic document : ill. N: Description of her 
artists’ book Shared rooms; poems by Anna 
Akhmatova with translations by Natalie Staples and 
imitations by Rosemary Dobson and David Camp-
bell; http://ampersandduck.com/art/2010/03/18/ 
shared-rooms-2002/; #10/93. 
 
Florance, Caren. ‘Those who travel’ [electronic 
resource]. [Canberra] : Ampersand Duck, 2010. 1 
electronic document : ill. N: Description of her new 
artists’ book with illustrations by Sarah Rice, Patsy 
Payne, Ampersand Duck and Shellaine Godbold; 
http://ampersandduck.com/art/2010/04/7/those-
who-travel-2010/; #10/94. 
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Florance, Caren. ‘Time limit applies’ [electronic 
resource]. [Canberra] : Ampersand Duck, 2010. 1 
electronic document : ill. N: Description of her 
artists’ book Time limit applies;  
http://ampersandduck.com/art/2010/03/18/time-
limit-applies/; #10/95. 
 
Florance, Caren. ‘What you left behind’ (2005) 
[electronic resource]. [Canberra] : Ampersand 
Duck, 2010. 1 electronic document : ill. N: Des-
cription of her artists’ book What you left behind; 
http://ampersandduck.com/art/2010/03/18/what-
you-left-behind-2005/; #10/96. 
 
Forster, Sue. Petr Herel honoured in France. IN: 
Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 45 (2010) 1, p. 3 : ill. N: 
Australian book artist (Uncollected Works Press, 
2007- ) is awarded the Jean Lurçat Prize for his 
Séquelle; #10/97. 
 
Gardner, Angela. Synthesis and opposition. IN: 
Australian book arts journal, 1 (2010), p. 10-11 : 
ill. N: Three artists’ books in progress plus her 
training in letterpress printing and work with metal 
and wood type; #10/98. 
 
Grahame, Noreen. ‘7 disrupted interviews with 
history’. IN: Roslyn Follett (ed.). Found in Fryer 
(St. Lucia, Qld. : University of Queensland Library, 
2010), p. 201-202 : ill. N: Artists’ book by Peter 
Lyssiotis; published: [Melbourne] : Masterthief, 
2007; #10/99. 
 
Grishin, Sacha. Sacha Grishin [sound recording] : 
contemporary artist [sic] books. [Melbourne] : 
State Library of Victoria, 2010. 1 audio file. N: 
Available on the State Library of Victoria’s web-
site: http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/node/630 (with 
attached sound recording of speeches at the exhi-
bition How I entered there); #10/100. 
 
Herel, Petr. Petr Herel : drawings, prints, artists’ 
books. Collingwood, Vic. : Australian Galleries, 
2010. 1 folded sheet ([8] p. + 1 poster) : ill. N: 
Folded brochure with poster on verso; #10/101. 
 
Herring, Megan. Hand Held Gallery. IN: Aus-
tralian book arts journal, 1 (2010), p. 23-33 : ill. N: 
Melbourne gallery for unique objects, artists’ 
books, mini books and image-based zines, artist’s 
cards and postcards; #10/102. 
 

Hoffman, Ingrid. Palimpsest : the art of Glen 
Skien / curator and writer, Ingrid Hoffman. Mac-
kay, Qld. : Artspace Mackay, [2005]. 43 p. : ill. N: 
Includes some material on his artists’ books;                  
#10/103. 
 
Jacks, Robert, 1943- . Robert Jacks : artists’ 
books, printed works, folios and ephemera from the 
artists’ collection, 1969-2009. Melbourne : Doug-
las Stewart Fine Books, [2010]. 1 v. (unpaged) : ill. 
N: #10/104. 
 
Jones, Nicholas. Art nation – Nicholas Jones 
[videorecording]. [Sydney] : ABC, 2010. 1 video-
recording (ca. 5 min.) : sd., col. N: Title from 
caption; “Friday, 3 September 2010 at 3:10pm”; as 
screened on the ABC’s Art nation programme; 
http://www.abc.net.au/art/stories/s3002020.htm?sit
e=ballarat; #10/105. 
 
Kearney, Julie. Ambiguities in time and space in 
the artist’s [sic] book. IN: Australian book arts 
journal, 2 (2010), p. [26-28] : ill. N: On Bronwyn 
Rees’ exhibition of her artists’ books at Doggett 
Street Gallery, Brisbane; #10/106. 
 
Kirker, Anne. ‘Recycled library : altered books’, 
Artpace Mackay, 4 September-5 October, 2009. IN: 
Eyeline, 71 (2010), p. 92-93 : ill. N: Review of the 
exhibition of the same name; #10/107. 
 
Klein, Deborah. Metamorphosis. IN: Australian 
book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. 10-13 : ill. N: Bases 
her artists’ books on fairy and folk tales; #10/108. 
 
Leonard, Louise Wareham. Freestylin’ : artists’ 
books afloat in Brisbane. IN: Art monthly Austra-
lia, 217 (2009), p. 44-46 : ill. N: Review of the 
State Library of Queensland’s exhibition Freestyle 
books (q.v. #09/133); #10/109. 
 
Lloyd, Peta. Creative folds bookmaking. IN: Aus-
tralian book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. 14-15 : ill. N: 
Workshop on artists’ books production using crea-
tive folding techniques which was held at Bower-
Bird Studio, Coowong, Qld.; #10/110. 
 
McBurnie, Ron. Northern impressions : print-
maker and publisher Ron McBurnie reveals a long 
history of making and collecting artists’ books in 
North Queensland. IN: Artlines, (2007) 1, p. 34-
[37] : ill. N: #10/111. 
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MacIntosh, Jennifer Storey. Global issues and 
book art. IN: Australian book arts journal, 1 
(2010), p. 5 : ill. N: #10/112. 
 
Macken, Marian. Cutting out the drawing : the 
book as a site for architecture. IN: Australian book 
arts journal, 3 (2010), p. 4-7 : ill. N: Description of 
her Mies van der Rohe : built houses which uses 
cut-outs as illustrations; #10/113. 
 
Malone, Helen. ‘The battle within’ : from idea to 
resolution. IN: Australian book arts journal, 1 
(2010), p. 6-9 : ill. N: Concertina book; #10/114. 
 
Myrtle Street Gallery, the Grange, Brisbane. IN: 
Australian book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. [36]-37 : 
ill. (Profile). N: Includes a description of installa-
tion of letterpress printing equipment so they can 
start printing artists’ books; #10/115. 
 
O’Brien, Tara. On top of the world : book artists 
from Australia. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 45 
(2010) 1, p. 15 : ill. N: Southern Cross University’s 
5th Acquisitive Artists’ Book Award exhibition; 
#10/116. 
 
Oppen, Monica. Ross McMaster. IN: Australian 
book arts journal, 1 (2010), p. 25-26 : ill. (Profile. 
Exhibition). N: On his work Religious convictions;                                                                                 
#10/117. 
 
Peckham, Penny. The altered books of Simryn 
Gill. IN: Australian book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. 
[40]-43 : ill. N: #10/118. 
 
Pike, Kyana. ‘City survivors’ : an artists’ book by 
Kyana Pike. IN: Australian book arts journal, 3 
(2010), p. 24-25 : ill. N: #10/119. 
 
Pullen, Lisa. Marks from the soul and somewhere 
in between. IN: Australian book arts journal, 3 
(2010), p. 18-20 : ill. N: Artists’ books illustrator 
and her illustrations for Angela Garners’ Night 
ladder; #10/120. 
 
Riley, Jean. ‘Traces and shadows : imagining 
Primrose’ : a print/book project by members of 
Primrose Paper Arts. IN: Australian book arts 
journal, 2 (2010), p. [8-10] : ill. N: On their artists’ 
book featuring handmade paper and prints;                                                 
#10/121. 
 

Schauer, Jane. Making artists’ books in Beijing. 
IN: Australian book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. [38]-
39 : ill. N: Report of her residency at Red Gate 
Gallery, Beijing; #10/122. 
 
Schauer, Jane. The story is the thing. IN: Aus-
tralian book arts journal, 3 (2010), p. 2-3 : ill. N: 
Review of the exhibition of artists’ books The story 
is the thing held at the ACT Writers’ Centre, Can-
berra; #10/123. 
 
Selenitsch, Alex. Book: alteration. IN: Michael 
Wardell’s Recycled library (Mackay, Qld. : Art-
space Mackay, [2009]), p. 9-14 : B14. N: Q.v. 
#10/138; #10/124. 
 
Sherce Kinlyside : Red Rag Press, Townsville, Qld. 
IN: Australian book arts journal, 2 (2010), p. [2]-5 
: ill. (Profile). N: Printer and publisher of fine 
printing and artists’ books; with details of her work 
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